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The third "Liberty Boy ." like his two comrades, was seized and, in spite of his struggles, was made
a prisoner The youths were in the hands of the Tory outlaws.
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CHAPTER I.
HALTED o~ TUE HIGHWAY.

"Halt! Hands up!"
A h:indsome, bronzed-faced youth of perhaps twenty
hi
years bad been riding slowly along a rough, mountain road
in the western part of South Carolina, when suddenly ·the
startling command given above was heard and he looked up
with a start.
e
In front of him, standing in the middle of the road,
l~
holding leveled rifles, were eight men. These men were
roughly dressed and there was a ferocious look about them
that made one think they would hesitate at nothing. The
times, too, were such as would make this view of the case
probabie, for it was the summer of the year 1778, and
South Carolina was the scene of much guerrilla warfare
between the Whigs and Tories.
These men might be either, but, of course, it was imossible to tell which, and the youth who had been accosted
o abruptly paused and looked at them inquiringly.
"Ah, good afternoon, gentlemen!" the young man said,
olitely
and pleasantly. "I am pleased to meet you."
ul
!Ill
The men glared at the cool youth and then glanced from
ie ·
ne to another as much as to ask: What sort of a fellow is
hij!, anyway?
"Oh, ye're pleased to meet us, hey?" remarked one,
imly.
"Certainly; for you can possibly give me some informaion."
The men laughed grimly. "Oh, yas, we kin give ye
ome informashun, I don't doubt er bit!" was the reply,
IID
a somewhat ironical tone.
?rs.
mg
"I am glad to hear it."
ing
•' Whut d'ye wanter know?" was the query.
ts
"I wish to know if you can direct me so that I can
•ts
ach a place known as 'The Bald Knob Tavprn.' ··
ttlc.
ier,
The men looked at each other quickly and the yomi:J
ny
aveler did not fail to notice this fact.
JD~
ion
The man who had acted as spoki::::runn l:O far seemed

»

~

!Ct ,
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to ponder for a few moments and then he said: "Sec.ms
ter me I've heerd tell uv sech er place, but I kain't jes'
recommcmber whur et is located."
"That is too bad," the young traveler remarked in a
tone of disappointment.
"Whut ye goin' theer fur, young feller, ef et hain't axin'
too much?" the man inquired.
"Ob, nothing in .particular," was the reply; "I am
traveling through this part of the country and was told
that I could get a night's lodging there; that is all."
"Oh, thet's et?"
".Yes."
"Shore ye wuzn't goin' theer fur nothin' else?"
The young traveler looked. surprised. "Of course I'm
sure of it," he replied; "what els~ would I be going there
for?"
The man shook his head. "I dunno," he replied.
"If it is all the same to you, gentlemen, I would much
prefer that you lower those rifles," the horseman said.
The men grinned: "Ye don' like the looks uv 'em, hey?"
the spokesman said jocularly.
"You are right; I do not."
"Look kinder tbreatenin'-like, don' they?"
"I must admit that they do."
"W aal, thet's ther way we wants 'em ter look; an' we
hain't ergoin' ter lower 'em till arter ye hev answured er
few questions."
"Then hurry up with your questions."
"All right; in ther furst place, who air ye?"
"A traveler."
"I know, ye sed thet erwhile ergo; but I mean who air
ye--whut's yer name?"
"Oh! My name is Sparks-Sam Sparks."
"Sam Sparks, hey?"
"Yes.'1
"Where ye frum; Sam Sparks?"
"From Nine~y-Six."
'' l:'rum Ninety-Six, hey?"
'"Yes.''
"How long sence ye lef' theEl':"
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"Two days."
"Ye may think ye' re purty smart; but ye kain't ketch us
"Be':ri travelin' purty lively fur these rough roads, hain't thet erway."
ye?"
"Won't you tell me?"
"Uv
course not."
"I have a good horse."
~'Why not?"
The .men eyed the horse-which was a magnificent coal"Ilecos ef. we did ye'd say ye wuz fur ther same side ez~ 1
black animal-critically. Then they nodded their heads
and the spokesman said : "I guess yer right erbout thet. we air on, an' then we'C.hev ter let ye go."

.

Thet is erbout ter cleanest-limbed animile I've seen in
er long time."

"Oh, that's the way you size it up, eh?"
ll
"Yas."
"And you don't want to let me go?"
"Yes, he's a good horse."
"Not 'nless ye air on our side."
"yYhur ye goin' ?" abruptly.
"Well, I am not going to declare either way."
"Over into Georgia."
"Ye hain't?"
"Humph! Over inter Georgy, hey?"
"No."
"Yes."
"Ye hed better."
"Whut ye goin' over theer fur?"
"?fo, I shall do nothing of the kind."
"I have some relatives over there and am gomg on a
The man was silent, pondering, and then he presentl.
visit to them."
said : "Then I guess we'll hev ter take th er matter inteiU
"Oh, thet's et?"
our own han's."
"Yes."
n
'rhe fraveler nodded. "I guess you will."
"\Yhut air ye----'-Whig or Tory?"
.
"All right, tlwn; ef we must, we must . . Hol' up ye
The youth eyed tlte men intently. H e was debating what
right
han'."
unswer to make to this leading question. The men might
~
The youth held his hand up. "What arc you going tea
be Whigs, and then again they might be Tories. Finally
le
do?" he asked.
he said, slowly: "Well, to tell the truth, I am neither."
"Goin' ter have ye take ther oath u v alleegence ter theP<
"Oh, ye hain't neether Whig nur Tory, hey?"
0
king."
"I am neither one nor the other."
The youth lowered his hand. "You will have to excus
ID. answering thus the youth told the truth; he was a
me," he said quietly but :firmly.
patriot soldier, and was not a Whig nor was he a Tory.
"Whut's thet ?"
The men took it that he meant he was not in sympathy
"I say you will have to excuse me."
with either the patriots or the loyalists, however; that he
"Ye mean thet ye won't take ther oath uv alleepence?
was neutral.
'"l'hat is what I mean."
tr
The man shook his head disapprovingly. "Thet's er
"Waal, ye will hev ter take ther oath whether ye want e
mighty bad way ter be!" he said. "Ye orter be ther wun er not!"
c
thing er ther other. I :P.ates these heer nootral fellers,
"I will never take the oath." This was said :firmly.•
myse'f; et's mos'ly on 'count uv theer bein' erfraid is ther
"Ye'll take et er die!" 'l'he man spoke with suddela
reezon they don' declar' themselves fur one side er ther
. '
:fierceness, and there was a threatening look on his darl
<Jther."
'
'
face that showed he meant what he said.
"Not always," said the horseman calmly; "I don't think
"Surely you wouldn't kill a man for a little thing likn,,
I'm a coward."
that?" the youth remarked.
"lVIebby not; waal, young feller, ye kain't go enny furder
"Waal, now, we jcs' would-an' we will, too, ef ye dor "
11
"
<mtil yi;, decide wun way er ther other.
take ther oath!"
"What do you mean?"
"I don't see ·why you should do anything of the kind. 'I
"'Thet ye kain't go on ontil arter ye hev declared eether
"Waal, ye see, et's this way: Ef ye hain't fur th,~rn
- fur er erg'inst ther king."
king ye're erg'inst 'im- an' we make et our bizness ter Hr'
"Oh, that is what you mean?"
ever'buddy thet we cum ercross thet ain't fur ther king.'e
ov
"Yas."
"Oh, you do?" The youth spoke quietly, but there wi
>I
"Well, which side ~re you men on?"
a peculiar scornful ring to the tone.
gh
They laughed hoarsely at this . and the spokesman said:
"Yas, we do."

.
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"Then you are ·a band of butchers; arE) you?"
"Butchers?"
"Yes."
'"~ o, we hain't no ban' uv butchers. We air loyal king's
I
en, though, an' we see ter et thet all ther peeple we run
ez rcross, whut won't take ther oath, die er sudden death!"
"I suppose you have killed a good many people ?" in a
uict tone, but with considerable repressed feeling back
f it.
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"Air ye goin' ter take ther oath?" the leader of the.
party of Tories asked, savagely.
"I have already told you that I will do nothing of the:
kind," was the calm, even reply.
'l'he men glanced at their leader and appeared ill atease. They wondered, no doubt, whether he would give
them the command to fire. They knew from past experience that under ordinary circumstances he would do so,.
but there was something about this affair that made, it
different. The bearing of the stranger youth was so calm
and unruffled that they feared danger threatened them if
I

" Ye bet we hev!"
"And I suppose you glory in the fact?"
"Waal, we hain't er-cryin' erbout et," with a laugh, they should shoot him down. The leader was evidently BO
:vhich was echoed by the others.
impressed also for he made ·anoth er attempt to reason .
"I should judge not," drily; "you don't look as if you with the young traveler.
"Ye ~h'd giv' this heer matter yer bes' considerashun
ere men who would lie awake, tortured by your concienees."
afore makin' up yer min'," he said. "Don' refuse ter take

Ltl

ye

"Yer right, we hain't. But ye hed better make up yer ther oath ontil ye hev thort jes' whut ther result will be
in' ter take ther oath, young feller."'
uv yer refusin'."
The youth shook his head. "I couldn't think of it for a
The youth smiled. "I have given the matter careful
thought," he said.
oment," he said quietly but firmly.
"Ye hev?"
"Et means death ef ye don'!"

"You are sure?" 'l'~ere was a peculiar smile on the
, t ace of the youth as he asked this question. The man
' oted the smile and did not know what to make of it. He
che oked beyond the youth and then toward the timber at
oth sides of the road. Then he said :
"Yas, I'm shore!"
~us
"But sure thin gs are not always certain, you know, my
iend."
1

~e?

"Yes."
"An' ye still refuse ter take ther oath?" There -was a
threat in the man's tone.
The youth nodded. "I still re.fuse!" he said.
The man glared at him for a few moments in silence,
then he gave a quick, sweeping glance around and opened
his mouth to give the order to the men to fire. The you'th
was watching him closely, how~ver, and he got in his w01:k

Again the man looked around suspiciously. • He. did first.
ot like the COQl, composed and confident air of the young
"At them, Major!" he shouted.

"Give it to the scoun-

ranger. He did not seem to have a bit of fear of the c1rels !"
At the first word thei horse leaped forward, with a snort
nte en threa~ening him with the leveled rifles, and the darkof seeming rage, and rearing up upon his hindlegs began
ced leader could not understand it at all.
"I don' think theer'll be enny mistake erbout th~ heer striking at the. dark-faced man with both forefeet.

'ide
·'

atter," he growled.
dar "You may not think so, but I am sure there will be."
" Ye mean thet ye air. shore thet we won't kill ye ef ye
lik n' take ther oath?"
CHAPTER II.
" That is just what I mean."
do "W aal, l don' see how ye kin he'p yerse'f."
DICK'S 111IBSION.
" I suppose not," with a quiet, inscrutable smile.
. d I The coolness and sang froid of the seemingly imperiled
This was so disconcerting. that the men, although a few
l il .
I
tb..J mth was having its effect on all the men and they cast fired their rifles, did no damage at all. They were so busy
r ki.t rrn u~ I•~oks a::.·cund them. 'l'hey began to suspect that trying to get out of the way of the threatening hoofs of
i ng. e y oung man 'ms not alone-that he had fr!out:.~ 1:::-:: -:-. ;hi" 1-)nrEe that they could DOt take aim-in fact, the shots
e wt
~ow could it be 0U1erwise ? they asked th :.i~~·::• •> . ~ .. '.(' ':·· Wli·e 1!;c :e a ; ·;i; ,- ~ \"1 1 •• :-; ~ t iie'.4.:.: ;:,•·:~.~-T~r: .::i:: .
person, if entirely alone, couE. sit there, threatened by
"Give it to them, Major!" again sh01::.L0..; i,~1t:: y e-.;.~~:, .,....!.
;oht leveled rifles, and not seem at all daunted.
he gave a slight pull on one of the reins. The next instant

.
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the intelligent animal began whirling around and around, that you undertake this work for me. I shall be, oh, s
like a pinwheel, and the men had hard work escaping. grateful, for my heart is slowly breaking, and unless ID)
Indeed, all did not escape, three of them being knocked sweetheart is found and set free-if he is a prisoner--4
<lown and trampled upon.
shall die."
Seeing that he had disconcerted the enemy so efl'echlally
"I will undertake the work, l\Iiss Amesby,'' said Dick
the youth gave a chirr to his horse and the animal ceased earnestly; "the captain, as you kn 0 w, is one of my bes
whirling and dashed up the road at a gallop. The roac friend$, and I shall be g~nd to Jo something for nim. :
'"'as rough, but it did not take long to get out of rifle-shot . have been thinking of asking permission to go in searcl
<l:"itance of the enemy, and then the pace of the horse was cf him, and now I shall do so."
slackened to a canter.
"Oh, I am so glad!" the girl cried. "Tiut you will no
Dick Slater-for such was the rider, as the reader has go alone, Mr. Slater?"
already suspected-leaned forward and patted the neck of
The youth shook his head. "No, I shall take my 'Libert:
the horse.
·
Boys' with me," he replied; "the hills and mountains o
"Noble fellow!" the youth murmured. "You got me western South Carolina arc full of Tory outlaws, and ·
out of that scrape in fine shape, Major! I guess we rather shall probably need all my force to deal with them."
"True; well, I hope and pray that y·ou may be success
astonishea those fellows!"
The horse whinnied, as if understanding what was said, ful in your search, and that you may find Captain Shanno;
and arched his glistening neck proudly. He understood alive."
the tone, if not the words, and was pleased.
"I hope so, Miss Amesby."
"There is one favor I would ask, Mr. Slater, and tha
Onward Dick rode, keeping a wary eye out. He did not
know but he might be stopped by another body of Tories is, that if you should in any manner learn that my-tha
at any moment.
Captain Shannon is alive, you will send a message to m
"I begin to think I am in a dangerous locality," the here at my uncle's to that effect. Will you do it?"
youth soliloquized; "well, I hope my quest will not be
"Most assuredly, l\Iiss Amesby. I shall be only too gla
fruitless. I hope I shall be successful in :findin~ some trace to do so."
of my old friend and com~ade, Captain Shannon. If I
Dick had then asked permission frcm the officer 1mde
fail it will be the death-blow to Miss Amesby, I am afraid." whom he was at that time serving, and had taken h'
Captain Shannon was a dashing young patriot officer. "Liberty Boys" and gone w_e.stward into the mountai
He had been sent over- into · Georgia to carry a message to in search of Captain Shannon, or of news regarding hj
General Marion, but had not returned. Plenty of time fate.
had elapsed and it. -ras feared that he had fallen into the
On this afternoon of which we write, Dick had left tr
hands of the British or possibly the Tories of the moun- main force of "Liberty Boys" in camp, a couple of mile
tain region-men who were loyal to the king and werP and had ridden forward on a scouting expedition. The
at the same time really outlaws, since the1· lived by prey- were now m the region of the Tory outlaws, and it b1
ing off the patriots of the western part of South Carolina. hooved them to be careful, as they were aware that tl:
C11g!!lin Shannon had a sweetheart, a ~.1iss Alice Amesby, hills were full of the outlaws.
who~ lived Charleston. She was a patriot and was in As we have seen, Dick had encountered a small for<
the habit of riding out into the country and meeting the of the enemy and had come out all right, but he fear(
ca:e1Wi at the home. of her uncle. The girl had waited that he mio·ht ha,·e some lively times before being ab
until the captain h:i.d had time twice over to return from tu rejoin his force. 'The youths ;had. been told not to I
his trip into Georgia, and then, fearing something had alarmed if he did not return till in the nigh"t, howeve
happened to him, she sent for Dick Slater, whom she lmew, and he thought he would be able to get back before h ·
and whom, she kne"·, was a warm friend of the captain's. comrades became very uneasy.
When Dick came t<? the home of her uncle she told him
Dick could have gone back as well as forward, after ha
that she feared something terrible had happened to Cap- in9 scatte~ed the 'fory outlaws, but he did not wish
tain Shannon, and asked him if he would not go and see do so. From a settler, who was patriotically inclined, I
if he could find the captain or learn what had become of had that morning learned that up in the mountain.sf' son
him. "I know you can succeed, if it is possible for any twenty miles distant, was a tavern known as "The Ba]
one to do so, Mr. Slater," she said; "and I beg of you Knob Tavern." This, the man said, was supposed to I

~
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the rendezvous or headquarters of the Tory outlaws and
Dick wished to locate the place and reconnoitre it.
"I should think that I am not far from it," thought
Dick; "if the man told me the truth, and I think he did,
it can't be far away. He said it was not more than twenty
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as I rode up. Well, I should say that you are exercising
good judgment in refusing to promise to be his wife. Such
a hot-tempered and passionate man would make a bad
husband, I should say."

"Whut bizness is this uv your'n ?" snarled
miles from his house, and we have come nearly that far. "Ther bes' thing ye kin do is ter git on erbout yer u
Then, too, I can see that I am nearly to the top of the ef ye hev enny !"
.
.
mountains, and that is where the tavern is located."
"YOU think SO ?"
Onward he rode, and presently he rounded a bend in the
"Yas!"
> .road where a huge boulder jutted out and saw two persons
"Well, I shall do so presently; but just now I think I
standing at the side of the trail, engaged in earnest, even have some business to attend to right here."
'• €Xcited co'!'.lversation. One of these persons was a man of
"Ye hev no bizness interfeerin' in enny way!"
J perhaps twenty-five years, and he was talking loudly and
"My dear sir, I think you are mistaken. Didn't I hear
excitedly; the other ,was a beautifol girl oi perhaps eighteen
you threatening to kill the young lady?"
years. As her face was toward Dick he could. get a good
"Waal, I hev er right ter do et ef she won't prommus ter
look, and he told himself that he had never seen a more
be my wife!"
beautiful maiden, and very few as beautiful. As the
Dick laughed aloud at this statement. "Well, you are
man's back was toward him he could not tell what sort of
about
the most original fellow in your views that I have
looking fellow he was.
ever met!" he said. "So you think that if a girl refuses
The girl's face was pale, and Dick thought that she
~
to promise to marry you, you have the right t0 kill her,
lOOKed frightened; and when he heard what the man was
do you?"
saying he knew that such was the case. . The man was
'
"Waal, I don' think ye er enny other feller hez ... .i.v
threatening her.
I
right ter interfeer atween us!" was the snarling reply.
"I'll tell ye whut et is, Mary McClurg," he said, rapidly
"If everything was smooth aiid pleasant between you
and fiercely, "ef ye don' say thet ye'll be my wife, an'
there would be no need of any one interfering; ·but when
say et right now an' heer, I'll end et all ! I'll kill ye an'
you go to threatening to kill, then it is time some one inthen myse'ft,., I hain't ergoin' ter wait no longer. Quick!
t, air Je goin' ter say? Will ye be my wife er won't terfered."
"Ye'll wush't ye hedn't interfeered !" was the threatenye~·;, 'i-A.s the fellow spoke he drew a long knife and flouring
reply.
ished it in the air.
"Why so?" coolly.
The girl turned even paler ·and shrunk back, but her
"Becos ye will!" :tiercely.
eyes happened to fall upon Dick and a look of joy and
"State your reason."
hope ouddenly illumined her countenance. So great was
"Waal, ef ye interfeer with me ye doom yerse'f ter
the change that the man noticed it and 'whirled to see what
shore death, thet's w'y !"
hnd caused it.

'1

"I am not afraid."
Dick ha~ h~lted Major and drawn a pistol, and as the
"Mebby not; but thet won't make enny diff'rencc. Who
man whirled he found himself gazing into the muzzle of
air
ye, ennyhow ?"
the weapon. ·
"I think you asked that once before. It doesn't matte'!"
"Who in blazes air you?" the man snarled.
"Oh, no one in particular," was the cool reply; "but who I am save to state that I am a man, and one who will
what do you mean by flourishing a knif~ in the face of not stand idly by and see a lady insulted and threatened.
Now just oblige me by dropping that knife!"
the young lady-that is what I would like to know?"

"Whut fur?"
"Oh, et is, is it?" in a snarl.
"Because I say lilO !" sternly. "Drop it, and be in a
a
"Yes."
hurry about it!"
"Waal, et's none uv yer bizness !"
l "Oh, I guess it is."
The fellow still hesitated. It evidently went against
"Oh, sir," exclaimed the girl, "he wants me to marry the grain to allow himself to be forced to do anything.
~a him, and because I won't promise he was going to kill me!"
"I'll put et back in my belt," he said, presently, making
"So I gathered, miss, from what I overheard him say a motion as if to do so.
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"You'll do nothing of the kind," said Dick sternly;
Dick shook his head. "No, I won't do that," he said;.
"drop the kni£e ! Drop it to the ground !"
ai:n one who never likes to have anything deferred,.
Still the fellow hesitated. It was evident that he was however. I hate suspense. I£ I am to be forced to meet
contemplating making some desperate attempt, either to you I pre£er to do it at once, and have it out of the way.',.
attack the bold youth who confronted him or to bolt into
"Ye don' mean thet ye'll giv' me er fa'r show an' fight
the t-imber at the side of the trail and escape. Dick saw me, now an' heer ?" cried Burke.
this and said:
Dick nodded. "That is just what I mean," he acknowl-

"+

"Do you care anything at all for this fellow, miss?"
"No, J do not !" was the prompt and spirited reply. " I
did at one time think I did, but his actions of late have
caused me to lose my liking for him, and this last act of
his in threatening to kill me has caused me to hate him!"
A curse , escaped the lips of the man and he seemed
almost unable to control himself.
"Good!" exclaimed Dick. "Then I shall have no
ecruples in killing you, my frierni ! The best thing you
can do is to drop that knife, for if you don't do so, I shall
put a bullet through you!"
The man evidently thought that he was in danger, for
he dropped' the k~ife. He gave utterance to a curse as
. he did so, however, and said:
"Y~ hev got ~e at er disadvantage jes' now, but ther
time'll come w' en I'll hev er chance at ye, an' then ye'll
hev ter look out.!"

edged.
"Say, thet will suit me ter death!" the fellow cried.
" An' I'll make ye wush't ye hedn't stuck y~r nose in heer 6
whur ye bed no bizness, too."
"Don't be too sme of that," smiled Dick; "it isn't a
good plan to clo too much boasting."
"Oh, waal, I kin han'le ye, all right!" confidently declared Burke.
"That remains to be seen," drily.
"Oh, sir!" exclaimed the girl. "I am so sorry that I c
have been the means of getting you into trouble!"
"Don't mention it, miss!" smiled Dick. "You have
not done so. I will have no trouble in disposing of this a
fellow."
a
"Say, who's ~r braggin' now?" asked Burke scornfully_ t
"Ob, that isn't bragging," said Dick, calmly.
h
"Et hain't ?"
a

"No."
"I suppose you will wait till you get all the advantage
"\Vhut is et, then?"
on your sl.de and then go for me with all your might, eh?"
f
"A plain statement 0£ fact."
remarked Dick.
"
"Bah!" snorted the fellow. "Ye jes' put up thet pistil
"No, I don't want no advantage," the fellow declared;
an' git down off'n yer hoss an' I'll soon show ye whether
"all I ever want is er fa'r show."
et
is er plain statement uv fack er not!"
"Oh, is that so?"
"All right, my friend; I shall do that very thing!" and t
"Yas; ye c~m in heer all uv er sudden an' hez me covered with yer pistil afore I knows ye is heer, an' I hain't Dick leaped to the ground.
got no chance ertall. But I 'll git er chance afore very
a
long an' then I'll settle with ye!"
0
"I suppose you won't be satisfied until you do get a
chance at me?" Dick asked.
CHAPTER III.

•

"Ye bet I won't!" savagely. "I'm mad clean through,
I am. Ye hev cum in beer an' interfeered in my a:IJ'lrs, an'
DICK BESTS BEN BURKE.
thct's sumthin' Ben Bmke don' stan' £rum nobuddy. I
shan't rest till I git even with ye."
As he did so Burke made a quick attempt to draw a
"Ob, well, in that case, Mr. Ben Burke, I guess I might pistol. It was evident, despite bis talk of wanting a "fair
as well have it out with you and be done with it."
chance," that be was a coward who would take an advan-.
n
The fellow looked at Dick in surprise. "Whut d'ye tage and push it for all it was worth if he could do so.
mean?" he asked.
Dick, who was a splendid judge of men, was aware of t his,
"Just what I say."
however, and bad not been off his guard e\·cn while le<1pin; a
"Ye don' mean thet ye air goin' ter shoot me tlcwn, from h:s horse. He had k0p t his cYes on th;) man aml hadkn
right beer an' now, wi thout givin· me er chance fo r m·: si::rn his ac~!rn. _'\.s Im stn~d: ~he g;o1.md be azain extemb ·i
•
v
'
li.fe '.-'' I t '1':1S eYiclent t1at :Jlr. Burke was becoming b ;; pistol and cried out:
.
alarmed.
J "So t hat is the kind of man _you are, is i:, 1Ir. Bmke f '11

'
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1,. You were prating about fair play, and an even chance, and sez, I think I'll make €t four afore menny minuets hev
here you were trying to take ad vantage of me and shoot passed."
•tt,. me down without giving me any chance! You are a fine
"I did intend to let you off easy," said Dick, slowly and
fellow,
I
must
say!"
deliberately, "but if you are that kind of a man I think I'
t
"I wuzn't tryin' ter clo nothin' uv ther kin'," the follow shall have to at least lay you up for a "·hile."
i;aid sullenly as he dropped his hand from the butt of the
"I don' think theer is enny danger uv you doin' thet,"
pistol.
with a sneering "smile; "theer hain't nobuddy in this part

L

~

"Bah! don't tell a falsehood, my friend," said Pick; 1'I uv ther country ez kin han'le me with ther knife."
,~ I saw you, and what I see I know."
, "Still boasting," said Dick as he drew his h.'nife fro~
"I wuz jes'-wuz jes' 'ieelin' ter see-ter see ef my his belt. "Are you ready for the comb"at ?"
a pistil wuz stlll in my belt."
"Yas, I'm reddy. Air ye reddy ter die?"
J Dick laugl:\.ecl in an amused manner at this. "That is a "No; and I have no intention of doing anything of
- fine story," he said; "well, I suppose any excuse is better the kind. How about yourself?"
than none. However, I know you intended putting a
"I hain't ther leest bit skeered uv hevin) ter do ennybullet through me without giving me a chance, if you thin" uv tl:).er kin'."
I could do so."
"You will change your mind before I get through with ·

"I didn' rnean i~r do enny--"
you, I am confident:"
'·
.'"l'hat will clo," intenupted Dick; "it doesn't matter,
"I don' think so."
& anyway, as I make ..it a rule to al ways keep my eyes open,
"I will soon convince you."
antl it would be impossible for a clumsy lummox like you
"Bah! Ye're braggin' now."
- to ever get the better of me. You had better be careful,
"Oh, no; simply stating facts."
however, as I might get impatient after a while and "put
"Le's git ter work an' stop torkin'."
a bullet through you and have done with it."
"I am quite willing, my friend. f'hat is the most sen"I hain't no intenshun uv doin' ennythin' thet hain't sible thing you have yet said."
fa'r an' squar'," Burke protested; and then he added:
"Bah! look out fur yerse'f!"
· ·
"Row air we go in' ter settle this heer thing?"
As Burke spoke he leaped forward, intent on making
il
" You mean what weapons shall we use?"
s/hort work of the opponent who, as he supposed, would not
r
"Yas."
be able to stand before him. There was no mistaking the
"It doesn't matter to me. I am quite willing to leave JJi,ct that he meant mischief. That was to be seen in his
d t'hat to you."
fiercely gleaming eyes and his set teeth. /
"Take thet !" he hissed, striking at Dick fiercely the inA savage look of joy came 1nto the eyes of the other
and Dick noted it. "He thinks be will get an advantage stant he was within reach of him.
over me by deciding upon the use of the knife, likely,"
Dick was on the lookout, however, and leaped back
the youth thought, and this proved to be the case, for sufficiently far so that the knife did not reach him.
urke said quickly :
"You misse~, my friend," said Dick calmly; "try again."
"Then we'll use ther knife !. I see ye hev wun in yer
The other's coolness enraged the man as did the fact
e

that he had missed, and a curse escaped his lips. "I'll
"Yes, I have a kni;fe," said Dick; and he added : "The get ye nex' time!" he almost shouted. "I'll cut yer heart
_a knife is entirely satisfactory to me."
out!"
Ir

"Then git reddy an' I'll carve ye up inter leetle piece;;,
Again h,e leaped forward, and this time, when he struck,
. n less'n no time ertall !"
Dick did not leap back. Instead he gauged the sweep
o.
"Oh, sir!" exclaimed the girl, who had stood nearby of the fellow's knife-arm, and with a quickness and sureness
atching and listening eagerly, "I would. not fight with that were marvelous he succeeded in grasping the descendives. He is a tenor with that weapon. He has already ing wrist. This was surprise number one for Burke, and
· led three men, and he will kill you!"
when he founc1 that his wrist was the same as if held in
"Is that indeed the case? Have you killed three men a vise, that was surprise 1iumber two.
1.th the lmife ?" Dick asked, eyeing the fellow sternly.
"Leggo my wris' !"he cried, struggling, but ineffectually.
e?
"Theh the' !moth," with ' '"rdonic grin; "•n' " •he "Leggo, I say .!"

n-
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"I couldn't think of it," replied Dick, calmly. "Let
me see," in a speculative tone Q.Ild manner, "where and
how bad shall I wound you? I don't want to kill you as I
do not desire to have your blood on my hands; but I do
intend to punish you for killing those· three men, and also
to teac? you a lesson and keep you laid up for a few weeks."
"Leggo!" almost shrieked Burke. He was pale, now,
and seemed to realize that he had come in contact wii;h a
emarkable fellow. The wonderful grip of his opponent,
which was like iron, was a revelation to him. He would
not have believed any man living could have held his wrist
in--such fashion as this young stranger was holding it; but
the fact was before him, and he could not get around it.
He realized that he was in the power of the youth; that if
the other desired to kill him he could do so, and the knowledge took all the courage and strength out of him. He
grew wea'k and a cold sweat broke out all over him.
"I guess I'm er goner!" was the thought that fl.ashed
through: his mind even as he shrieked "Leggo !"

BOYS'

RANSOM.

of such fellows in my time, and have made enemies of
them and still live to tell of it."
td
"I know, but he has lots of friends in these parts, sir,
You do not know. He is-but, there, I must not tal.Ji> 0
too much. I thank you for what you have done for meiL
and if I can do anything to in a measure repay you at 1
any time I shall be only too glad to do so."
~l
' "Don't mention it, miss; I was glad to be of assistancJ0
to you.
have a sister of my own at home and I did fol'_ll
you only what I would want any young fellow to do fo
her under similar circumstances.
·
:he
"May I ask your name, sir?" timidly. "I wish to knoi1
,
r
to whom I am indebted.

i

l ll

"You are not indebted to me at all, miss; but my name
Sam Sparks." Dick thought it wl.sest not to tell her ~o
real name, as he was too well known, he having mad1 a
himself famous as a scout and spy during the two yeai{0
that he had been in the patriot" army.
'.0 1l

;>e<l

"And my name is Mary McClurg."
!Ve
"Oh, no, I shan't let go by any means," said Dick)'not
"I ani pleased to know you, Miss Mcqlurg," said Dick
until after I have accomplished my purpose. Let me see,
"and now perhaps you may be able to do me a favor a~f
I guess that a knife thrust in the right chest and shoulder
once."
will about do the business. That will lay you up for a
"If I can I certainly will."
ID ~
month at least and put a stop to your persecution of this
"Do you live in-this vicinity?"
1ve
young lady-for that is a part of the understanding, that
'.' Yes, sir; half a mile from here."
~
you are not to bother her any more. If I thought you
"Do you know all the people who live anywhere around ?'iai
would do that I wo~d kill you, once and for all."
"Yes sir."
'
no
The calm, cold tone of the youth, and the peculiar look
"Well, I'll tell you what I wish to know: If there i~ t
in his eyes terrified Burke more than words can tell, and
anywhere in this vicinity, a tavern known as 'The Ba1~
0
he realized that he had got hold of a youth who was &
Knob Tavern'?"
dangerous person to fool with. . Feeling sure that he was
The girl turned pale and an exclamation escaped herm
doomed to be giv(:)n a bad wound unless he succeeded in
"What is it, miss?" asked Dick.
>e
getting away, Burke suddenly became possessed of strength
The girl did not answer for a few moments, but looke<
lent by terror and he gave .a great wrenchi1:g jerk and
taking Dick unawares, managed to get his wrist loose. at the youth with dilating eyes. "Y-you ask w-where t hfh
He dropped the knife in doing so, however, . and made no Bald Knob Tavern is?" she stammered.
WO
"Yes;
can
you
tell
me?
Will
you
direct
me
thither?"
effort to regain it. Instead, he whirled and ran with all his
Lu
"W-why do you w-wish t-to go there?"
might, disappearing within the edge of the timber quickly.
io
' 'I wish to put up there for the night." Dick spokmtl
The crackling of the un~erbrush as he ran was all that
could be heard, and when this ceased Dick turned toward <
r i2tly. but he was surprised that· his asking the way ttliv
the girl.
i:he Ba;([ Knob Tavern should agitate. the girl to such rin
"Well, mi~s, he got away, after all," the youth remarked. degree. He could not understand it, but knew that hea1
1e
"He took me by surprise. I thought he was too badly would soon learn the reason of it all.
"I
wouldn't
·do
it
if
I
were
you
I"
the
girl
said
im
"
frightened to do anything."
r\
nd
"He is a dangerous man, sir," the girl said, "and you pressi vely.

"Wouldn't stop at the tavern?" asked Dick, in simulatef1-r
have made him your deadly· eneniy. You will have to be
tre
on the lookout or he will strike you when you least expect surprise.
'I
it."
"No!"
1ad
"l haze I!O -"car, miss," smiling. "I have met .a number
"Vi~hy not?"
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"Because-l-because--I-I-do n't think it-it will be
dvisable."
\ "And why not?" Dick was determined to , get at the
ottom of the mystery of the girl's queer actions, if such
~ thing were possible.
Suddenly her face brightened and the youth, who was a

lose observer, told himself that the girl had thought of
omething to tell him. "She is a good girl; of that 1 am
nfident,'J he told himself, "and she evidently does not
· h me to stay over night at this Bald Knob Tavern for
he reason that she does not wish anything to happen to
e. I'll see what she has to say."
The girl was g;tting ready to speak and she said : "I'll
. ell you why I do not think it would be advisable for you
~ o stop at the Bald Knob Tavern: The keeper of it is my
I
ather, and. he is a great friend of this man Burke whom
ou just frightened away; he will sympathize with Burke
or the double reason that he wishes me to marcy him and
cause he was worsted by you; and-and-it is-it is
ven possible that-that you might be in-in danger there."
k "Oh, so that is i.t , eh?" remarked Dick. "The keeper
a f the tavern is your father?"
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me and I will show you the way to the tavern, but-be
careful, sir, and keep your eyes open and your wits about
you!"
.
.
.
Then she started up the road, Dick walking beside her
·and Major following behind.
The brave "Liberty Boy" was going into deadly danger.

CHAPTER IV.
IN 'rHE B.A.LD KNOB TAVERN.

. The girl was strangely silent during the time that they
walked together, and it was evident that she was · busy
thinking. Dick, who was watching the girl closely, had
a pretty good idea what was going on 1n her mind.
"She is a· good, pure-hearted girl," he said to himself,
"and she knows that her father is not all that he should·
be, and is trying to think of some way to protect me from
injury at his hands or those of Burke, or both."
Suddenly Dick bethoug4t himself that the girl might be
"Yes, sir." The girl :flushed somewhat as she said it, able to give him some information regarding Captain Shand the youth jumped to the conclusion that she was not non, and he asked her if she bad seen such a man as he
ver and above proud of her parent.
described.
The youth glanced around. "It is almost sundown," he
"How long ago was it that he would have passed this
' aid, "and I don't care about staying out all night in the way?" she asked.
ountains. So if you will show me the way to the tavern
"About a month ago."
8
think I will put up there for the night and risk having
The girl shook her head. "I have no remembrance of
ouble on account of my encounter with the fellow Burke." seeing any such man as you describe at that time,"
she
The girl hesitated. "You would do better to hasten replied.
r nward and get as far away from these parts as possible
"I am sorry," said Dick; "I was in hopes that you had
efore dark, sir," she said.
seen him and could give me some information regarding
-.
But Dick shook his head. He was determined to spend him."
ih he night in the Bald Knob 'l'avern. Had he not come
"Was he your friend?" ·
o hundred miles for that very purpose? He would hardly
"Yes, he was one of the best friends I have."
unk now that he was within half a mile of his destinaPresently the girl paused. "The tavern is just around
.on. He had promised Alice Amesby that he would find that bend, yonder," she said; "now perhaps it would be
k ut whether or not Captain Shannon was alive, and if best that I should not '.lccompany you there. There is no
ive to rescue him or die-trying, and he had become con- need of angering my father by so doing. I will take a
·nced that if it was possible to learn this it was to be short cut through the brush and you will do well to mount
arned at the Bald Knob Tavern, or in the vicinity. So and ride up as if you had come all the way alone. It may
e said:
be that Ben Burke has not yet been 'here and told father
"I have ridden far to-day and am tired. I wish to rest about his encounter with you, a"nd he may not do so at all,
nd let my horse rest. I will stay at the Bald Knob Tavern in which case it will be best for father not to know that I
-night, get up early in the morning and go on my way, have met you."
" '
rengthened and refreshed."
"Very well, Miss Mary," said Dick ; "it shall be as you
The girl sh~ok her head sad~y. Dick could see that she say."
ad misgivings, but she said: "Very well, sir; come with
He lifted his hat as she plunged into the brush and

.
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disappeared, and then leaping into i.he saddle rode around
the bend and found himself within fifty yards of the tavern.
Any one who had ever heard of the Bald Knob Tavern
would have known this was it the instant they laid eyes on
it. The building was a large, ramshackle affair, and stood·
with the rear plump against an immense wall of solid 1'tone
at least one hundred feet in height and terminating in a
large, bare knob--this being what had given the tavern
its name. This was the highest spot in the mountains, the
trail sloping downward in both directions.
"This is certainly the place," thought Dick; "well, I
am here; now I wonder if I will be able to learn anything
regarding the fate of Captain Shannon? I'll do my best
to do so, and if I fail it will not be my fault."
Dick brought Major to ~stop in front of the piazza and
yelled out, "Hello !" at the top of his voice. There was
no sound froin within, and after waiting a few moments
Dick again called out:
"Hello, in there!"
This time there came a reply of, "All right; comin' 1:•
.and footsteps were heard. The next moment a man appeared on the piazza. He was a heavy-built, powerful-looking
man, with a dark, savage face, a1*J. was .not what Dick
would term prepossessing in appearance.
" I wonder if that is Mary's father?" the youth asked
himself. "If so, she must have taken after her mother in
l6oks, and I judge in character also. I don't fancy this
man's appearance. He looks like an outlaw, if any one
ever did!"
The man 1ras eyeing Dick inte:i:itly. It was evident that
he was sizing the youth up and trying to make up his mind
who and what he was.
"Good afternoon, sir," said Dick; "can I get accommodations here for the night for""l'.Ilyself and horse?"
The man nodded slowly while bis eyes dropped from
their survey of Dick and paid attention to the horse. "I
guess ye kin, mister," was the reply; "this heer is er
tavern, ye know."

"Waal, take 'im ter ther stable an' giv' 'im feed a1
water an' don' tork so much!" snarled the tavern-keepei
"Cato hain't whut ye'd call harnsum," he said to Die
with a grin; "but he's er good ban' aroun' ther stable, a1
ter do chores aroun' ther house- -yas, he's good fur thet."
Then he turned toward the door. "Come in; come in,
he invited. Dick followed the man into the big, front rool\
which was a combined office, barroom and lounging-rooru
'!'here were three men in the room when they entered--dar
faced, fierce-looking fellows, who looked at Dick in a pee~
liar manner and then exchanged glances. Of course, thi
;t
did not escape the notice of the sharp-eyed youth, thoug
he did not let on that he had seen anything.
At one end of the rude bar which extended half. w~
across the room at the farther side was a' sheet of pap(
held down by two small stones, one at either end. Besi .'
the paper were a quill pen and bottle of ink. Pointing
0
these the tavernkeeper said: "...Jes' write yer name thee
young feller."

Dick, who was watching the man closely, detected a
peculiar snapping look of pleasure {Ind satisfaction in the
man's eyes as he surveyed the horse, and instantly made
up his mind that the fellow was already counting the
animal as belonging to him.
"We'll see about that, my friend!" the youth said to
himself. "You won't get Major withou,t a struggle, I
can tell you!"
Aloufi he said: "Good! I am glad to find a place to
stop. I have ridden a long ways to-day and am tired."
"Yer hoss don' look very tired, young feller," said the

Dick took up the pen, dipped it in the ink and wr le
below the last name on the sheet the name "Sam Spark\.i
As he did so he quickly ran h.is eyes over the names wri .
ten there and was pleased to see that of Captain Shannq
"Good!" thought Dick. "He was here, then, s h
enough. I believe that I shall be able to learn somethiJ '
:&egarding his fate if I work it just right."
hi
"Rev er drink?" the landlord asked when Dick ht
ar
signed his name.
"No, tha.n k you," was the reply; "I don't drink.''
OU
"Ye don' drink?". . the landlord gasped, staring.

man slowly, and Dick thought there was a , note of su&•
picion in his voice.
"You are right; he can travel farther and show it les
than any animal I ever saw. He's a good horse, sir."
"Yas, I kin see thet. He hain't no common scrut
Waal, git down an' come in; I'll hev yer hoss took ter the
sta.ble an' 'tended to." Then he lifted up his voice an.
called out: "Cato! Cato!"
"Comin' !" came from around the house an<;l the nex
moment a hideous-faced, bump-backed dwarf pu.t in al
nppeara~ce. He had never been more than four feet ta
and now he was humped so that be did not look to be mud
more than three feet tall, and he was Aimost that broai
His arms were ·large and it was evident that be was ve1:
strong. He eyed Dick closely, with a slumbering look a
fierceness as he approached, and the youth retu.rne,d th
look calmly. Then the d:varf turned bis' gaze on th
horse and. he exclaimed : "Et's er fine hoss-yas, er fin.
hoss !"

'
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The three men laughed aloud and in a sneering manner.
"I heard you say it, but the shoe sho;uld be on the other
"No, ~ir; I don't drink anything stronger than coffee." foot. It is you who should ask my pardon, for you were
es
"I thort he wuz goin' ter say 'milk'[" remarked one of impudent to me and I only replied to you in kind."
"the three men sneeringly and loud enough so that Dick
"Haw 1 haw! haw!" roared the big ruffian. "Whut !
l
ould hear.
me /Jeg yer parding, ye leetle sawered-orf? I guess not!
"Me, too," said one of the others, and then he turned Ye've gotter ax my parding, an' ye hed better be quick
towara Dick and said : "Whur wuz ye raised, young feller, erbout et, too!"
het ye don' drink?"
"Oh, I had?'' sarcastically.
"Where people lmow enough to attend to their own
"Y as; ef ye don' ye'll wush't ye hed, fur I'm ole pizen, I
tl business and keep their mouths shut .regarding affairs tell ye! This heer ~s shore death ev'ry time!" and he
hat don't con,cern them!" was the prompt repl y, spoken shook his huge fist.
lC
with extreme coolness.
"Do you h.'llow what I think?" asked Dick calmly.
"Phew!" whistled the first one of the trio who had
"No; whut?" the big fellow asked, while the spectators
er
poken; "he's sassy, hain't he?"
watched the two with breathless interest. They knew that
0
"He sartinly is!" from the one who had not before Hank Mull was, as he had said, one of the worst men in
th
.
spoken. "How d'ye like thet, Hank?"
the mountains and they expected nothing else than that
"Hank" was the one Dick had answered so promptly, and he would almost kill the youth who had dared talk saucy
"t was evident that he did not like it at all. He had been to him. 'l'hey were surprised at the youth's coolness, too,
tricken almost dumb by the cool and cutting reply, and but they set it down to ignorance on his part. He did not
as staring in open-mouthed amazement, a look of wonder realize how dangerous this big, burly mountaineer was, was
nd anger commingling on his countenance. At last he what they thought.

rr
0

ound his voice, however, and cried:
"Whut's thet ! D'ye dar' ter tork sassy ter me--Hank
Iull, wun u ther worst men in these heer parts?"
"I dare talk back to any man who dares direct insocnt and impertinent talk to me," was the calm reply. "I
on't interfere in other people's business, and I don't
ermit imybody to interfere in mine or to insult me."
"Oh, ye air wun uv these heer high an' mighty fellers,
ain't ye?" with a sneer.
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"I'll tell you what I think," said Dick, slowly and distinctly, "it is that ·you are a great, big blowhard !"
For a few moments there was )ltter silence and then the
wrath of Hank Mull burst forth. "Whut's thet !" he
howled. "D'ye dar' tork in thet fushun ter me--ter Hank
Mull, wun uv ther worst men in these parts? W'y, ye

blamed leetle ha'f-size, ye! I've er good min' ter kill ye
on ther spot!"
"Well, you are at liberty to make the attempt," was the
"No, I am simplz a man who is willing and able to cool reply.
ake care of himself under any and all circumstances."
Somehow Dick's cool and confident air had considerable
Hank :Mull rose and strode toward Dick. Pausing within effect on the big ruffian. He would not have_acknowledged
.
ve feet of the youth he extended his huge fist and shook it, but it was so. Had the youth shown fear or nervousness
t threateningly. "D'ye know whut I hev er good min' ter Mull would have knocked him down without ceremony; but
o ?" he asked, in a voice of rage.
the youth was so cool that the man had been deterred and
Dick shook his head. "I have not the least idea what had contented himself with talking in a threatening and
•ou have a mind to do," he replied, calmly, but keeping a boastful manner.
lose watch on the fellow, for he was sure he contemplated
Now, however, he decided to put his words into effect
"schief.
and stepping forward he struck at the youth with all his
I

"I've er good min' ter smash ye flat ez er pancake--thet's might. Of course, he .did not for a moment suppose that
he would fail to hit the calm face of the young stranger,
"Oh, that's it?" Dick did not seem at all alarmed, and and he was greatly · surprised, therefore, when he found
·s surprised .the spectators.
that his fist en....countered nothing more solid than thin air.
"Yas, thet's et ! An' I'll do et, too, ef ye don' ax my Dick had simply ducked and allowed the huge fist to pass
h
arding fur bein' impurdent !"
over his shoulder.
Dick Ia:ughed in a scornful manner. "What! I beg
The ruffian had struck hard and the force of the blow,
ur pardon?" he exclaimed.
when the fist encountered nothing to steady its owner,
"Thet's whut I sed t" threateningly.
caused l\Iull to staggeF and half turn. Dick caught hold
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of the man's shoulder, gave him a push which straightened
"There is an easy way to decide the mat:tr," saicl Die:
him up, and then with a quick, powerful blow, delivered with a brisk air.
· ~
full on the jaw, stretched the giant on the floor with a
"How?"
crash.
"Why, by attacking me as you clicl before; then I'
If ever men were surprised the tavernkeeper and the knock you down again."
other two men were. They stared at Dick in open-mou!hed
Dick saicl this in su~h a matter-of-fact way that th
amazement. For a few mome~ts they were silent, seem- four stared. "Ye think ye kin do thet, do ye?" g:i;owle
ingly unable to speak, and then they managed to break Hank Mull.
"I l!m sure of it."
the spell.
"Waal, I hain't."
"Great Jupiter!" gasped the landlord.
"Try striking ·me again and it won't take me long tt
"Who'd er thort et?" from one of the other men.
convince you that you are mistaken."
"Et beats ennythin' I evel' seed!" from the third.
"All right; I'll do et. Look out fur me now!" ant
Dick stepped bae:k so he could have his eye on all three
with
the words the giant again leaped forward and strucl
men, for he did not know but they would attack him.
.
l
He did not lmow it, bµt Mary McClurg was watching the at Dick with all his might.
scene from the next room, through the half-open door.

The men made no move toward attacking him, however.
Perhaps it was because they were so amazed by the downfall
CHAPTER V.
of their comrade that they could not think to do so; or
it may have been because they thought he would yet be
able to give a good account of himself and feared he would
TEACHING A RUFFIAN A LESSON.
be angry if they took up his quarrel and disposed of the
youth without giving him another chance at him. AnyAgain Dick . ducked and as he did so he shot his fu'.
way, they stood still and watched Mull with eager and straight out in front and it struck the giapt in .th1:: pl
anxious eyes.
of the stomach, doubling hi~ up like a jack-knife. A
The big fellow lay perfectly still for a few moments, the fellow's head came forward Dick's other fist described r
seemingly dazed. He was not unconscious, however, and half circle and caught Mull fair on the jaw. Down h
presently he stirred and then rose to a sitting posture. went with a crash, and after writhing and kicking abo
He felt of his jaw and then looked around with a wonder- for a few moments he lay still. He had been knock
ing, confused look in his eyes. .
senseless.
' -"Whut hit me?" he mumbled. Then his eyes fell upon ' "There, I think that will do him for a while," said Die~
Dick, and it came back to him in a fl.ash. "Oh, I know calmly as if nothing had happened; hen, turning to th
now!" he growled; "et wuz ye thet hit me! An' now I landlord, he said: "If you will show me to my room, sir,:
wanter know whut ye hit me with-an' then I'm ergoin' will wash up a bit and get ready to eat supper."
ter kill ye!"
"Yas, yas-sartinly !" the landlord hastened to say
He scrambled awkwardly to his feet and faced Dick, a speaking like a man just aroused from sound slumbe11
fierce, threatening scowl on his ugly face. "Now, whut wuz "Yas, jes' cum this way, young feller, an' I'll show ye te
yer room."
et ye bit me with?" he asked. .
"Throw a little water in his face and he will soon comi,
Dick held up his fist without a word.
to/' said Dick to the insensible man's comrades as h
Mull looked at the fist for a few moments and then
passed them, and one hastened to a pail standing on th(
around the room as if to see if thel'e was not a club or
end of the bar, and dipping up a gourdful of the water h •
rock or something near at band to refute the youth's statewent back and threw it in Mull's face.
ment. He saw nothing, and finally gasped out, in a tone
The landlord conducted Dick along a hall and ~p (
of unbelief : "Ye .didn' hit me an' knock me down withflight of stairs and opened a door at one side. "Thee:r'
with jes' yer fist?"
yer room," he said; "I guess ye'll fin' et comfortabl~·
"Certainly I did," replied Dick calmly.
Supper'll be reddy in erbout three-quarters uv an hour.lE
The big fellow shook his head. "I don', I kain't believe
"All right," said Dick; "I'll corrie down at about thi
it I" he growled.
time."
1
1
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e entered the room and closed the doqr and the land- . "Whut'd ye mean by wbut ye j es' said?"
d hastened back downstairs and .to the barroom.
"About your getting fouled the same as with the fists?"
ank Mull had just regained consciousness and been
"Yas."
I'l ped to a seat by his comrades and the landlord approach"I meant whut I said."
and looked at the vanquished giant wonderingly. Then
"Mebby ye did, but did ye know whut ye wuz tork1n'
th looked at the other two. "How did he do et ?" he ei;bout? D'ye know who we wuz torkin' er bout?"
[e ed, nodding toward the upstairs.
"I think so; et wuz erbout er harnsum young stranger
he two shook their heads in a mournful manner. "I whut cum erlong er leetle while ergo, ridin' er black. hossno," replied one.
hain't thet right?"

'l wooldn' hev berleeved et posse,rble," from the other.
t '.i: eether would I ef. I hedn' seen et with my own eyes,"
landlord said.
m 'Whut happened?" asked Hank Mull at this juncture.
voice was weak and he looked around him wonderingly
questioningly. "Seems ter me ez ef sumthin' hit me
ther stummick," feeling gingerly, "an' on ther jaw!"
·ng there in tuTn. "Whut wuz et, ennyhow ?"
.., 'Et wuz thet young feller's fists," replied one of the
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The landlord nodded. "Thet's right," be said.
"I tbort so; waal, I know whut I'm torkin' erbout when
I say ye'll git fooled ef ye tackle 'im with knives." '
.
Hank shook his head and looked scornful. "Ef I kain't
do thet yotmker up with knives then I'll go off sumwhur
an' jump over er precypuss !" he sneered. "He may be
handy with his fists, but when et cums ter knives he won't
be in et ertall. W'y, ye know yerse'f, Ben, thet ye air i:her
on'y 'feller in these mountings thet is better witli the1·
knife than whut I am."
Burke shook his head. "No, I don' know ennythin' uv
ank gave a start and the remembrance of it all came
to him. "I know now," he cried; "thet cussid younker ther kin'."
hit me, didn' he?" '
rrhi: four stared at Ben in surprise. He had long borne
He sartinly did."
the reputation of being the b~t hand with knife or pistol
But he-he mus' hev hit me with sumthin' else bersides in the mountain~, and they did not know what to make
fists:"
of his denial that he was the only one who was better than
he men shook their heads. "He didn' do ennythin' Ben.
ther kin', Hank," said the landlord; "he giv' ye er
"Whut d'ye mean?" asked the landlord.
le UV clips with his fists an' nothin' else."
"Jes' whut I say; I hain't ther on'y wun ez is better
ank shook his head mournfully. "I kain't unner- than ye air, Hank."
' et," he said. "How did ther younker do et, thet's
"Who is better bersides yerse'f, then?"
1'Ther young feller
t I'd like ter know?"
ye aiir torkin' erbout tacklin'."
Waal, he done et mighty easy," said one of the men; Burke said this quietly, but the others stared at him in
wondering amazement.
didn' seem ter cut enny figger ertall, Hank."
"Ye mus' be j okin'," the landlord said.
Waal, I will cut sum figger afore ther thing is ended I"
"How d'ye know ennythin' erbout whut he kin. do with
the man, savagely. "I'm goin' ter hev er settlement
er
knife?" asked Hank:
thet younker, an' ye bet the nex' time I'll show 'im

e te he hain't ther boss!"
Waal, ye hed better try sumthin' else bersides fists,

eom , Hank," advised one; "ye hain't got no bizness with

r h when et comes ter fist fightin'."

th Oh, I hain't ergoin' ter try 'im erg'in with fists. I've
er h ernuff uv tbet. Nex' time et'll be knives, an' I guess
I'll--"
p Git fooled ther same ez ye did with fists!" said a voice,
ee the four whirled, with exclamations of astonishinent
e a man standing near them, looking at Hank with a.
e on his face.
th Oh, et's you, Ben Burke, is et?" exclaimed Hank.
Y as, et's me."

.

~'The

same way ye know whut he kin do with his fists.:,.
The four stared at Burke in astonishment. "Ye don'
mean ter say ez how ye hev hed er figlit with 'im with
knives?" almost gasped Hank.
Burke nodded. "Thet is jes' whut I do mean ter say!"'
"But," said the landlord, hesitatingly, "he don' show
no signs uv enny wounds ~rtall, an' ef he met ye with er
knife he couldn't hev got through without bein' wounded."
"But he did do thet very thing."
"Humph! thet · queer; an' ye wuzn't wounded, eether ?"
"No; but I cum mighty near bein'. I think I wuz in
luck ter git out uv ther affair without bein' wounded."
"Tell us erbout et, Ben," said the landlord, and the
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:young man did so. Thel), when he had :finished, he turned
to Hank, with the remark: "You see, you don' wanter hev
,uothin' ter do with thet feller with er knife, ole man."
·"I see thet I aon', thet's er faclc," Hank acknowledged.
"'Say, he mus' be er mighty bad man fur er younker, hey?"
"He sartinly is," agreed Burke; "an' et won't do ter
':lm er fa'r show. We mus' take 'im at er disadvantage,
· giv'
I
e~ we wanter be shore uv gittin' ther best uv 'im."
"An' ye say thet .Mary refused ter prommus ter be yer
wife, Ben?" asked the landlord.
-''Thet's whut she did!" with a frown.
,
<' D'ye s'pose et wuz on account uv this heer young
Jeller ?"

.

.

'

Ben shook his head.
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"Almos'," was the reply; "set down. Efll be redd; '
:i.
er minnet."
Dick took a seat and then glancing at the two men,
qui~ing!;', he asked: "What has become of your big frienJ
~

"He went erway," replied one, sullenly.
.
"Ah, indeed? I imagined he would be waiting here~
l
me, ready to have it out with knife or pistol."
I
The men looked at Dick curiously. He was so cool s
.]
unconcerned that they did not know what to think.
"He hed ter go erway," one said shortly; "I gt~s h
be back erg'in."

t

"I hope he will come in peace, then- for his own sa\
was· the quiet reply. "I should hate to be forced to J,
no," he replied; "she hed the fellow."

refused afore he cum erlong. Afore she hed seen 'im."
"Waal, I...guess we'll hev ter 'tencl tel' ther feller's case,
ennyhow. He's ermos' too brash, an' I think we hed better
fake 'im dow_n er peg er two."
"Thet's right; an' he may furnish purty good pickin'.
/
He looks ez ef he. might hev gold in his pockets."
-''Yas; an' he hez er mighty fine hoss."
'' Thet's right; thet hain't no common scrub uv er hoss."
"I won't never be contented till arter I hev got revenge
fur ther way he thumped me aroun'," growled Hank.
"Et's ther same with me, Hank," said Ben; "I shan't
never rest easy till I hev settled with 'im fur ther yray he
handled me."
/

Again the men exchanged glances of wonder and am1 .
ment. The;t realized that there was no bravado ab,
the utterances of this cool, quiet young stranger, and· ,
made up their minds that he must be a dangerous felli
indeed.
~

"I guess he hez got all he wants,'' said one of the 1 r
"I should think that was the case," calmly; "i! ·
hasn't, he is a hog." l
€

The men did not seem to care about talking, but I
asked them a number of questions, nevertheless.
watched.them closely, and noted their actions more thax
did their spoken answers to his questions. Present!y
two got up ap.cl after taldng a drink at the bar went
"Ye shall both hev er chance ter settle with 'im," said the
of doors.
landlord; "but we will make 'im er pris'ner furst p.n' hol'
"Seems ter me ye air er leetle bit inquisertive, yo
'im ter see e~ he hez enny frien's whut might make trubble,
feller,'' said the landlord, eyeing Dick searchingly, 'l'IJ
au' then ef we fin' thet he hain't, ye kin do whut ye
i.he two had gone.
t
1
wanter with 'im."
"Oh, no, not at all," replied Dick, in an offhana mat
"Fur my part I don' see w'y ye sh'd wait," growled
'
.
Hank; "ef he hez frien's, an' they cum erlong, they won' ancl with a bland smile; "I just wanted to be sociable,· i
'O
know nothin' erbout us goin' fur 'im. They'll think he is all."
"Humph!"
the
man
grunted.
"Ye
air
erbout
ther
tt
went on an' got killed in ther mountings sumwhurs."
"Jes' ther same, we'll hol' 'im fur erw hile. I don' soshible young feller I've seen fur er iong while." iE
"I don't believe in being unsociable,',_ was the ft]
wanter take enny more chances than we haf ter."
S
" I don' keer whether we kill 'im right erway er not," reply. "Be friendly, is my motto."

"I've notussed thet ye air er fr'en'ly sort uv er fel :
·said Bur~.e; "I think et'll be more revenge ter hol' 'im er
pris'ner fur erwhile an' make 'im suffer thet e.rway."
This was said in a sarcastic .tone, and Dick smile~
"Thet's right," agreed the landlord. "Hist! he's comin'.
"Well, I meet people in their own way," he said; " ]O}jf ye don' wanter hev et out with 'im ye hed better skip, sociable and friendly if they will let me be so: But if e
won't do that and insist on being mean, I accommJ:ij
Hank."
"I'll go erlong uv ye, fur I don' wanter. see 'im jes'
now er hev 'im see me," said Burke; a cl the two .hastily
left the barroom.
A few moments later Dick entered the room. "Is supper ready, landlord?" he asked.

1
them:"
I gi
. "Yas, I guess thet's so," the landlord said.
He went out and was gone a few minutes and the 1
turned and announced that supper was ready. "This ,fJJ
he said, aml he conducted Dick into the dining-room

'
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)' dicated a seat at one of the tables. "My darter'll w_ait
ye," he added, and then went back to the barroom.
/The beautiful girl, in whos~ behalf he had interfered
en threatened by Ben Burke,_entered the room now, and,
proaching the table, began arrap.ging the dishes conining the food. She acted just as if she had never seen
·ck before, but when bending over she whispered :
"You are in great danger here; you must leave at the
rliest possible moment."
"How am I in danger?" the youth asked.
"I cannot explain, as I am watched from both the
chen and barroom; but you will do well if you seize the
st opportunity for escaping."
"I thank you for the warning," said Dick; "but I think
hall stay here overnight."
L "Don't do it!" in a trembling whisper.
b "Ye~, I shall stay."
t "Plea'se don't! , !!'he danger is far greater than you
.1 ink."
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The landlord was there alone. "Git ernu:ff ter eet ?" heasked.
"Oh, yes," was the reply; "it wa.s ·the best meal I have
eaten in many days."
"Glad uv thet; then ef ye meet ennybuddy travelin' this.
way, ye kin say er good word fur my tavern." '
"Yes, indeed; certainly!" said Dick.
He remained in the barroom half an hour or so and',
then went to his room, ostensibly to go to bea1 He was
careful to state that he was sleepy and iri need of a good:
night's rest, and this statement brought a look of satis-faction into the eyes of the landlord, which Dick did not
fail to notice.

"All right, my friend; but I thi,nk I will fool you a
bit," said Dick to himself. "I do not intend to let yon
catch me asleep and do what you like with me, as I begin
to believe you did with Captain Shannon."
J?ick did not lie down on reaching his ro.om. He simply
fastened the door and sat down to wait for the member
"I will remain, just the same, and risk it. I am not of the household to get through with their evening work
and retire for the night.
aid of what may happen.".
"Oh, I hope you will change your ~ind1 '." and with this
He waited two hours, and' then opened his door caregirl left the room.
fully and stepped' out into the hall. He paused and

I
CHAPTER VI.
.i

DICK CAU8ES

CO~SIDE1L4..BLE

EXCITEMENT.
'

Dick was hungry and ate his supper with a good relish,
twithstanding the fact that he had just been warned that
was in great danger. He was a youth who was not
ily disturbed. He had been in danger so constantly for
o years past that he had grown used to it, and thought
thing of it. He had great confidence in himself, tou, and
is made it easier for him to keep cool and look at things
th equanimity.
•
Still he had no intention of remaining at the tavern all
ht. He would have to get back to the encampment of
d "Liberty Boys" by midnight or they would be uneasy
I out him. What he wished to do was to look through
' e tavern and see if he could find anything that would
0 dicate what had been the fate of Captain Shannon. The
ptain had been here, Dick knew, for his name was on the
' ster-sheet down in the barroom; and what the youth
shed to find out was whether or not he had gotten away
w m the tavern in safety.
a Dick finished his supper and went back into the barroom.

listened. He could hear the hu,m of voices in the dir~c
tion of the barroom and stol~ in that direction. He
reached the door which opened
into the barroom,
and lis.
\
tened. He could hear and understand what was said.
"D'ye s'pose he's ersleep yit ?" he heard a voice say, and
he smiled as he recognized it as being that of Hank Mull.
"My big friend wishes to have revenge for the way I
handled him," Dick said to himself; "well, I suppose I
should do so, too, if I were in his place."
"He may be, but theer hain't no hurry," was the reply
in the voice of the landlord; "the longer we wait the~
sounder he'll be ersleep, an' I think frum all I've seen
uv 'im thet the sounder ersleep he is when we tackle 'im
ther better et'll be fur us."
"Thet's so," said another voice which Dick recognized
as belonging to Ben Burke; "tbet feller hain't ter be fooled
with, I tell ye, an' I'd ruther tackle 'im when he's mun'
ersleep than when he hain't."
"We'll wait an' hoiar er so,'' said the landlord, "an' give
'im plenty uv time ter git ter sleep. Theer hain"t no
hurry. We hain' t ther airly-ter-bed kin', ennyway."
''So I have an hour or so in which to pursue my investigations, eh?" thought Dick. "Good! I will get to
work. I ought to be able to go over the house ill that time.'~
He made- his way along th"~ hall and entered the kitchen.
Here he lighted a candle and looked about him. H~ found

,
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the trap-door which undoubtedly led to the cellar, and
-0pening it he went down the rickety steps. He searched
the cellar thoroughly, but could find no clothing or anything to indicate that Captain Shannon had ever been
there. Dick thought it likely that if the captain had been
made away with, some of his clothing would be found.
Having finished in the cellar Dick went back up and
began maJting the rounds of the rooms on the ground floor.
There we e not many rooms here as they were large, and
not finding anything the youth went upstairs. He began
a systematic search there, but had to be careful, as the
girl and the cook occupied two of the rooms.
By listening at the keyholes he was enabled to hear the
breathing: of the inmates and thus avoided entering the
rooms that were occupied.

thought Dick as he struck the ground, and although jar!'
considerable he did not pause an instant but ran aroUJ
the house and to the stable. He was on the point of ff
tering when he found his way barred by the dwarf, Cal
"Ye kain't go in theer !"the dwarf hissed, and be mli
a grab for Dick.

'rhe youth leaped back and evaded the other's gral
and then he struck out ~ith all his &i.ight. He was iJI
great hurry and had not a moment "to spare. The blt
took effect fair between the dwarf's eyes and knocked bi
down; but be was up again in an instant, with a sni
like an enraged bulldog. Again be leaped at Dick a.'
again the. youth knocked him down; and then, seeing t~
the queer, misshapen fellow was too tough to be knock
sensel~ss by a stroke of the fist, Dick drew a pistol, f
versed it, and struck him a terrific blow on the bead.
Down the dwarf went, this time to stay a whii e, a
Dick leaped forward and called out: '"Major!" A whin
came from a nea~by stall, and in a few moments Dick
bridled and saddled his horse. Then he led the ani
forth and leaped into the saddle. As he did so the frc
door of the tavern burst open and the landlord and
five companions came running .out.

He searched thoroughly, and then went up into the attic,
but here also he failed, and at last was forced to give it
up. " It looks as if I am doomed to disappointment," he
said to himself; "I have found nothing to indi.cate that
Captain Shanno~ met with foul play here. Had I done
so I could have come upon the tavern with my 'Liberty
Boys' and forced the landlord to tell me what they did
with the captain. Now I hardly know what to do. Ah!
I guess they are coming, now, for the purpose of attending
In order to get back in the direction from which he h
to my case!" as the sound of a door opening and the that evening.come, Dick would have to pass these men; a
trampling of feet came to his ears.
with a word to Major, who bounded forward as if shot
He was right; the landlord and five companions were of a cannon, Dick drew his pistols and cocked them.
He was almost upon the men before they saw him, a
coming up the stairs. The landlord was in the lead, carrythey gave utterance to startled and angry yells, D
as
and
knives
with
five,
the
came
him
ing a candle, and behind
gave utterance to a wild shout and fired his pistols pct
pistols in their hands.
Dick had extinguished his light the instant he heard the blank in their faces.
noise made by the men, and they, of course, could not see
him. Indeed, they supposed he was in his room, fast asleep,
and did not look in his direction at all.
The youth descended the stairs, and, pausing, debated
with himself regarding what he should do. He knew he
could not get past them, and realizing that they would
soon learn that he was not in the room, and would raise
a hue and cry, he made up his mind ~o take some risks and
get out of the house. He stole forward and entered a
room which he had been in already and knew was empty.
He fastened the door, and then stepping across to where
he ~ew the window was, although he eould not see it,
he opened it. He lost not an instant as he expected to hear
an uproar at any moment, and climbing through the window he lowered himself until he hung at full length and
dropped. Just as he did so he heard.yells and curses from
the interior of the house.
"Thh have entered the room and found me missing,"

One man dropped, with a howl of pain, and another 1
knocked down by Major's hoofs, and the next instant
youth was past the men and flying down the trail. P
ently the crack, crack of pistol shots sounded, but the T1
outlaws had waited too long; Dick was around the hf
in the trail ana was not in any danger from the bulletsl
If ever there were angry men it was the Tory outla
1
when they realized that the youth had not only escap
but had wounded one of their number. The wounded n
was Hank Mull, and he had a bullet in ·his shoulder wlP
made him groan most disw.ally. "I guess I'm er d
~
man!" he muttered. "I'm hard hit, I tell ye!"
The others fired a few shots after the fleeing youth,
we have said, but they did no damage. This done, t
lifted Hank and carried him into the tavern .where they l
ceeded to examine his wound.
"How is et-am I er goner?" the wounded man asl J
anxiou sly.
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The landlord shook his head. "Oh, no," he said; "yer
orth er duzzen dead men yit, Hank. Ther woond's more
ainful than dang'rous."
"Waal, I'm mighty glad ter beer thet. Say, thet tarnal
oung feller'll be tiler death uv me yit, ef I don' look out."
"That blamed hoss uv his'n knocked me silly fur er
innet," grumbled one of the other men, fiieling of himlf, here and there. "I thort my arms'n legs wuz all broke,
ut I guess none uv 'em hain't, arter all."
"Waal, he's got erway, arter all," growled Ben Burke.
I wanted ter settle with 'im fur ther way he treeted me,
ut I guess ez howi won't git ther chance now."
"He may cum back erg'in," said the landlord.
"Whut ! him cum back erg'in? I'll bet he don' do·nothin'
v- ther kin'!"

"Ef he hez," said the landlord, "an' I ever git my ban's
onter 'im, I pity 'im, thet's all !''.
"Le's go out an' see," said Ben, and he and the landlord
hastened out of doors and to the stable. They found Cato,
just struggling to a sitting posture. He was muddled and
did not know just what had happened. He could make
no coherent reply to the questions put· to him at first.
"Thet feller mu~' hev hit 'im er turrible clip," said
Burke.

"Waal, whut d'ye think'd bring 'im back heer, then?"
The landlord was silent and seemed to be p.ondering;
en presently he said: "Ye've got me theer, Ben, but I've
cum Jdnder suspishus uv thet young feller."
"Suspishus u v 'im ?"
"Yas; don'-ye see nothin' in his axshuns uv ter~night ter
ake ye suspishus ?"
"Waal, I dunno exackly."
"Waal, I do. Jes; think uv et fur er minuet. He cum
er a-lettin' on thet he wuz goin' over inter Georgy, an'
ut does he do but go back ther way he cum!"
"Thet's so! I hedn't thort uv thet."
"An' he didn' go ter bed ertall ter-night. He q~ beer
r some purpuss, an' I think he'll be back erg' in."
"D'ye think he's er spy, Bill?"
"I shouldn't be s'prised."
"An' we didn' suspeck et in time!" There was dispointment in Burke~ tone.

"I dunno; he's er bad wun, is all I know erbout et,
an' I suspeck thet he;s er spy sent hcer by ther rebels ter see
whut we air doin'. I 1 like ter git my fragers outer 'fm !"
"An' so'd I!" :fiercely.
•
"I say ther same/' said Burke.
"I wouldn't hev b'leeved
,. thet enny feller c'u'd hev cum
beer an' took er boss outer ther stable without ye bein'
willin', Cato," said the land'lord, "but he done et."
"Yas, he done et-but I'd like ter see 'im do et erg'in !"
"Waal, we may git anuthtir chance at 'im. I ruther
think he'll cum back."
"I hope so!" hissed the dwarf, as he felt of his sore head.
The landlord and Ben_Burke :i;eiurned to the barroom and
found Hank resting a bit easier. It was decided, frnally,
to take him to a room upstairs and let him stay there till
he got· well, .as it was too far to.his capin to try to get him
there.

"You air right," was the reply; "oh, he's er bad wun,
thet feller is I"
'
They helped the dwarf to 'his feet and he presently
recovered the use of his faculties and the first thing he did
was to give utterance to a string of curses that almost
made the atmosphere smell like burning sulphur.
"Whut makes ye think so?"
"How did it happen, Cato?" the landlord asked, when
a " 'Cause he'd b~ erfraid ter cum."
the dwarf had stopped for lack o.f breath. "How came
The landlord shook his head. "I'm not so shore uv ther feller ter git, ther better uv ye?"
et," he said; "in my 'pinion, jedgin' frum wbut I've
"How did he do et? W'y, he jes' knocked me down like
en uv 'im, he won't stay erway becos he's erfraid."
ez ef I wuz er bag uv straw-done et twice, with his
"But why would he come back? Do ye think that he- fist, an' then hit me over ther head with ther butt uv er
et he hez took er shine t~r Mary?"
pistil. Arter thet I didn' know nothin' 'till jes' now. Who
is ther feller, ennyhow ?"
"No, I don' think thet."
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"Waal, he couldn't hev foun' out very much in ther time
hed, Ben, so I think we':r;e safe in lookin' fur 'im ter
m back erg'in, an' then we'll git 'im."
"I hope so."
"By ther way, I wunder how et happened thet ther
ung feller got his boss outer ther stable? Cato wuz theer,
he allus is."
"Mebby he killed Cato."
"

I

d

..

He was taken to the room and then the other men took
their departure, going to their cabins, and the landlord
locked the door of the tavern and went to bed. He did
not get to sleep for quite a while, but he was not the.-only
one who was awake. Mary, his daughter, had been ·awakened by the uproar made when Dick escaped, and ~e had
not returned to her bed until after she learned that the
youth was safe out of the reach of her father and his
friends. And when she did return to bed it was not to
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sleep. The handsome, fearless face of the young stranger
was before her eyes constantly an~ kept her awake.

CHAPTER VII.

BOYS'

RANSOM.

"How far from here is the tavern?"
"About three miles."
"Were you in the tavern?"
"Yes; I took supper there."
"Well, well! And did you learn hothing regardi
Captain Shannon?"

.

"I learn'cd that he stopped at the tavern as he was on
·way to Georgia, Bob. His name was on the register-shee
"Well, that is something to know, anyway."
"Yes; but, of course, I could not learn whether he h
"That was rather a clvse call," mused Dick as he rode
onward through the night. "'rhose Tory outlaws are gone on his way in safety OT whether he had been m
desperate men, and I th.ink they would not hesitate a dered by the 'l'ory outlaws."
"Which do you think happened?»
moment to take a man's life. I fear that they murdered
'·Well, judging from what I saw of them and my
Captain Shannon. Poor Miss Amesby !"
It was !quite dark, and as the roads were rough and pericnc~ with them, the probabilities are that the capt
winding, Dick c1id not go very fast. It took him an hour was murdered."
and a half, at least, to travel three miles, and then he
"Did you h!We an encounter with any of them?" askf
caught sight of the light made by a camp-fire; at the s~me Bob eagerly. "Tell us about it!"
instant he \\"as challenged :
Dick told of his encounter with the eight Tory 011tla
"Who comes there?"
and with Ben ·Burke, and also with the gang at the tave
"It is I, Dick Slater, Sam," was the
Dick recog- when he made his escape, the youths listening with d
nizing the sentinel's voice.
.
interest.
An· exclamation of satisfaction and joy was heard, and
"Well, you have had a lively time of it, I must say
the sentinel called out.: "So you are back again, Dick? remarked Mark Morrison when Dick had finished.
Jove ! the boys will be glad to see yo~! They were begin'rhe others said the same.
ning to feel un~sy, and Bob has been pacing back and.
"Yes, I had rather a lively time," was the reply; 1
forth like a caged tiger."
failed, however, i~ finding anything which would go
"They ought to know better than to be uneasy about me,
show what fate overtook Captain Shannon, and I am i
by this time," said Dick, with a laugh; "I always manage
very well s~tisfied."
~
t o get through in safety."
"What are you going to do about it, Dick?" asked B4
"Yes; but a fellow might ·make it safely ninety-nine
The captain of the "Liberty Boys" shook his head. JI
.times and miss it on the hundredth."
hardly know," was the reply. "I must not give up
"That's true, too, but I am not going to d0 so if I can
search. I cannot return to Miss Amesby without havi:
help it."
n
discovered what became 0£ the captain."
Dick was socin at the camp and was greeted joyously by
a
"No, that wouldn't do at all."
the youths, of whom there were '1 hundred-the famous
"You won't dare venture back 1'D the tavern, will you
"Li~rty Boys."
"Did you learn anything, Diel{?" asked Bob Estabrook asked Sam Sanderson.
DICK FINDS CAPTAIN SIIANNON.

'

r~~ly,

eagerly, ·when the former had Un'.bridled and ullsadaled his
ho:i;se and tied it among the other animals, and taken his
place amid the group of vouths.'
"Not much, Bob."
"Did you :find Bald Knob Tavern?"
"Yes."
"What sort of a place is it?"
"W!ll, it is, I bHieve, the headquarters for the Tory
outlaws."
"You think so?" eagerly.
"'Yes."

.

"I will do so if I cma't learn anything any other
I can go there at night and spy on the Tory outlaws a
listen to their conversation, and might learn what I p
to know."
el
"You are not going back to-night, are you?"
pi
"No; they are too grnatly excited and would not ft>
0£ anything I would care to hear about. I will remaini:r
camp to-,night, will put i:U to-morrow scouting around 3:>t
getting the lay 0£ the country and 'then to-morrow nif ~
I will begin the work of playing -the spy."
)C
Soon the youths lay down and went to sleep and were 11 .l
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right and early in the morning. After breakfast Dick
elected Mark Morrison and Sam Sanderson to accompany
im, leaving Bob in command of the force at the encampJnent.
a
ni " I don't think it would be a good plan to take more than
couple of the boys with m-e," he said in reply to Bob's
uestion regarding why he did not take more; "you see,
am just going to ecout and reconnoitre, and three will
c enough for the work."
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brush and scrubby timber, and then it was too late; the
men were upon him.
The third "Liberty Boy," like his two comrades, was
seized, a.nd, in spite of his struggles, was made a prisoner.
The youths were in the hands of the Tory outlaws !
Dick had had time to take a look a\ their captors, and
.he recognized them as being the eight men who had stopped
him the day before, and from whom he had escaped by
the aid of Major, who leaped and reared and whirled and

So they took their departure and went afoot, as horses knocked some down and scattered the r~st like nine-pins.
The men had recognized Dick also and the leader took
~'ould be in their way. They wished to move through the

nderbrush and timber and amid the rocks, for they would up a position in front of the youth and grinned at him triHtve to pit themselves against men who had lived in umphantly. "W aal, whut d'ye think erbout et, now?" he
e hese wildo all their lives, and it would require great skill asked presently.
The gags bad been removed from the mouths of Dick
a . nd woodcraft to enable them to keep from being seen
and Mark as soon as Sam had been made prisoner, which
nd pel)haps captured.
proved
that the outlaws bad been watching them and knew
They walked steadily for more ·than an hour, and then
ick garn· the worcl for them to stop. He told the two there were but the three in the vicinity. Dick was able
l ·ouths to remain where they were until he looked around to answer, therefore, and he said:
.r bit. He went a':Yay and was gone half an hour. When he · "What do I think about what?"
"W'y, erbout takin' ther oath uv alleegance ter ther
.e eturned be said: "I have disc,overed the entrance to a
avern. If I am not mistaken the cavern is in the back king."

l

£ the great bill of rock known as 'The Bald Knob,' and
hich gives the tavern its name. It might be that in
hat cavern we would find something that would throw a
1 ight on the mystery of Captain Shannon's disappearance.
I e will investigate, anyway; so come along. But be very
n areful as we don't know but the cavern may bf:) inhabited
y 'rory outlaws."
B They \}IlOVed forward and were soon near enough so that
, hey could see the mouth of the 11avern in the wall of rock
hich rose slantingly before them.
"Jove! I've dropped one of my pistols !" exclaimed Sam,
a whisper. "I must go back and get it. It can't be
ar back as I saw it when we were back there waiting for
ou to come back, Dick."

r

"I think the· same as I did yesterday."
"Oh, ye do, do ye?" with a leer.
"Yes."
"I s'pose nothin' would make ye change yer min'?"
"I. am sure of it."
I
"~umph ! Ye may not be so shore uv et arter we hev
tried perswadin' uv ye- fur erwhile."
" I don't think any persuasion would have any effect.'' ,
"Our kin' uv 'Persuadin'll hev e:ffeck," was the confident
reply; " 'tenny rate, ef et don't, then we kin kill ye an'
git rid uv three rebels."
This was said in a matter-of-fact manner that left no
doubt in the minds of the hearern that the man meant what
he said.

•U

"Yes, go back and get it; you might have need of it,
am," was the reply.
Sam hastened away, and Dick and Mark stepped out and
a
.
pproached the entrance to the cavern. As they did so
w
ven or eight .fierce-looking men leaped upon them from
ehind a giant boulder and quickly overpowered them deite their struggles. Dick and :Mark both tried to cry out
as to warn Sam, but their throats had been seized in
rong hands at the very first onslaught and they .had
und it impossible to do more than gurgle.
Sam found his pistol about seventy-five yards back, and
en he hastened to rejoin his comrades; he did not suspect
e Jyi.h ing; unt il he had stepped out from the edge of the

"Anuther think we air goin' ter do," the outlaw went
on, "is ter surroun' an' wipe out yer hull force u_v er hunderd men whut is encamped down ther trail erways. Oh,
we know all erbout et," as he noted Dick's look of surprise
and dismay; "ye don' tbilk ye c'u'd cum inter these beer
mounti~gs with ez big er force ez tbet an' us not know ye
wuz beer, d'ye? Ef ye thort so ye wuz badly fooled, I'm
tellin' y~ !"
Dick was quick-witted and shrewd. He realized in an
instant that his "Liberty Boys" were in great danger, and
he was determined to do all he could to avert t he danger,
so be said, in an off-hand way, and with a smile that fe,~
people would have suspected was forced : "1\Iy friend, what
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do you take me and my men for-fools? Do you suppose amazement and joy escaped Dick's lips. "Look I" he crie<l'
we expected to make our way up here into the mountains nodding toward the farther side of the cavern. "As I liv~
without your knowing we were here? Ob, no; we were there is Captain Shannon!"
not i;;o foolish as that, and when you go to try to wipe out
that force you will find tliat you have been fooled yoursd ves. We know what we are about, I assure you; and
CHAPTER VIII.
even this capture you have made will avail you nothing.''.
"Ye think et won~t do us enny good, hey?~' with a grin.
MARY CARRIES THE NEWS TO THE "LIBERTY BOYS."
"I am sure of it." Dick said this so confidently that
the outlaw was nonplussed and looked at him searchingly
The two looked in the direction indicated, and excla
and doubtfully.
mations of amazement and joy escaped their lips also.
"Yer er funny feller," he said; "but I think thet we'll
"It is be, sure enough!" cried Mark.
be able ter do all we hev set out ter do, and by this time
"It's the captain, alive!" from Sam.
ter-morrer theer won't be nothin' left uv yer gang."
"Dick-Dick Slater, is it indeed you?" cried Captai
"I would be willing to wager considerable that you will Shannon, holding out his bands toward the three, with I
find you are mistaken," said Dick, calmly, yet at the same gesture of joy at seeing them. He was fastened to t~
time there was a great fear for the safety of his brave stone wall by a chain, wliich was fastened around his an.kl
"Liberty Boys" gnawing at bis heart. Oh, if ~e could only so could not advance to greet them:
manage in some way to ~end warning to Bob and the
The Tory outlaws looked at the youths and then at ottl
youths.
another in amazement.
"Bring 'em erlong, boys," the leader said, and he led
"So ye fellers know wun anuther, d'ye ?" the
the way into the cavern. The men seized hold of Dick and asked. ·
his two comrades and they were cond}lcted into the cavern
"So it seems," replied Dick calmly.
and the walk was kept up for a distance of a quarter of a
"Lemme see," the man said, meditatively, "he called
mile at least, so Dick judged. The way .was winding and Dick Slater, didn' he? Seems ter me ez ef I've heerd te
crooked, but the men followed it unerringly, even in the uv ye, young feller."

•

gloom.
At last a stop was made and cloths were tied over the
eyes of the prisoners. Wb_at could t!lls men, they wondered.
They could not think. They understood that there was
something that their captors did not want them to see, but
of course they could not guess what it was.
They were led a short distance, making several crooks
and turns, and then they were made to stop; following the
stop they heard a queer, grating noise, and they wondered
what could have made it.
While they were wondering they were again hustled
forward, and after moving a short distance were again
brought to a stop. Then again the grating noise was heard.
Next the cloths were removed from the eyes of Dick and
his two fellow-prisoners, and they were free to look about
them. To their surprise they could see quite plainly and
took note of the fact that they were in a large, rocky
compartment, perhaps one hundred feet square. They
looked around to see whe'e the light came from and were
amazed to see at one corner an immense chimney-li~e
opening which extended, up and up, a distance of at least
a hundred feet; and above could be seen the blue sky.
Suddenly, as the youths looked around them, a cry of

"Ye bet we've heerd tell uv ye!" spoke up one of tlf1
outlaws who bad not before spoken. "Ye air tber capti
uv er ban' uv young fellers whut air called 'Ther Libe
Boys uv '7G.' "
/
"An' tber gang thet is camped down ther trail is th

'Liberty Boys,' without enny doubt!" the leader sai
"Waal, we'll put an' end ter tber career uv tb~r 'Libert1Boys'!"
11
"Maybe you will, and maybe you won't," said Di<#calmly; "may I go over and have a talk with my friend. E
he added.
"We're goin' ter leeve ye heer with 'im, an' ye kin to
all ye wanter," was the reply. Then the leader of t
party of outlaws made a gesture to the men and they le ,
the apartment, going through a heavy, wooden door at o '
i
corner.
The youths hastened over to where the captain was a
greeted him joyously. "We feared you were dead, captai (
said Dick; "and although sorry to find you a prisoner,
are glad to find you alive."
"Arid I am glad to see the faces of friends," the ca}
tain said; "though I am sorry to see you prisoners in tit
terrible place."
c
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prisoner~ long," said I couraging, but he said for all to keep up their courage. "1
e k, with a cheerful air; "we may be able to escape."
he captai:... shook his head. "I fea:i; not," he said;
least not without assistance from the outside."
Well, we may receive help from the .outside; my men
within three miles of this place."
'But I doubt if they could find us if they were to search
months," the captain said gloomily. He had been a
oner for nearly three weeks, and the confinement had
upon him and caused him to be downhearted, as was
al.

have the utmost faith in Bob's shrewdness and discretion,"
he said; "and if there is any such thing as :finding ou.t
where we are and effecting our rescue, he will accomplish
it."
"He will that!" coincided Mark Morrison.
"But tliey may take him unawares and strike the
boys a severe blow," said Sam dubiously.
"I don't think they can do that," said Dick; "I cautioned Bob to keep a sharp lookout and to keep sentinels
out constantly. I am sure the outlaws will not be able
to surprise h{m; and if they have a fair chance to :fight they
will certainly make it more than interesting for the enemy.''
While they were thus conversing the eight Tory outlaws
had made their way back out of the cavern and had hastened by the nearest path to the Bald Knob Tavern. They
entered and found McClurg, the landlord, in the barroom;
there were also four or five men present-outlaws like
themselves.
I

Well, we are four, .now, and may be able to escape
out assistance from the outside," said Dick, who was
uth who never despaired. He believed that while there
life there was hope.
h Your 'hands are free; see if you can loosen our bonds,"
1 added. "Try mine, and then if you succeed we will
dily be able to free Mark and Sam."
,n he captain set to work and as he worked Dick to~d
how it happened that he and his "Liberty Boys" were
"Hello, boys ! Whut is up, .now?" asked the landlord,
le in the mountains. And when the captain learned that nothing that the men looked somewhat excited.
had been sent by his sweetheart, flice Amesby, 'and
"Whut's up?" the leader replied. "Waal, we've done er
t Dick had seen her only three days before, he, for good stroke uv work, thet's whut's up." •
y time being, forgot that he was a prisoner and was
"Whut hev ye done?" eagerly.
;e py in listening to Dick, and thinking of his sweetheart.
....
"Made er capter."
So Alice sent you!" he murmured again and again.
"Made er capter?"
e dear girl ! Ah, bow I wish that we might be able
"Yas."
cape :from this terrible place ! How I would like to see
"Who hev ye captered?"
e again!"
"Ye'd never guess."
We will escape, or know the reason why!" said Dick.
"Then tell us an' don' keep us waitin'."
·
he I hope so!"
"Yas, yas!" was the cry. "Tell us!"
n
did not take so very long to free Dick's arms, a]ld
"All right; I'll do et. We've jes' captered ther young
those of Mark and Sam were freed also. Then Dick rebel whut is knowed ez Dick Slater, ther capting uv ther
n making an examination of their prison. He walked 'Liberty Boys,' whut we've heerd tell uv !"
"Whut !" cried the landlord. "Hev ye done thet fur er
round the huge apartment and looked to see if there
a point that offered any chanee at all for escape; but fack ?" 1
making a thorough search he was obliged to acknowl- . "Thet's whut we hev !"
tor that he could not see much chance. To attempt to
"Yas, an' two more fellers with 'im," volunteered anth up through the chimney-like oper!ing would be of no other of the outlaws.
le , for the sides were almost perfectly smooth. The
"Two more?"
other place that offered anything at all was the door;
"Yas."
it was a massive affair and was undoubtedly barred
"Whur air they?"
an gly on the outside, for it was impossib.le for the thr.ee
"We hev put 'em in ther pen erlong with thet other
iin ven shake it.
rebel whut we've bed theer fur so long."

..

~
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ou see," said the captain, when they returned to
"They're in theer now?" cried the landlord.
e he sat, "there is no chance to escape without outside
"Yas."
, and even then it will be a difficult matter, even if
"Good! Say, thet is all right! An' ye air shore thet
on the outside knew just where to look for us."
wun uv 'em is Dick Slater, ther capting uv ther 'Liberty
'ck was forced to admit that the outlook was not en- Boys'?"
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"Yas, I know he is; thet's whut ther feller called him
lhet we hev hed in theer fur ther pas' three weeks."
:' Then we hev made er big ketch, shore enu:ff, fur thet
' theer Dick Slater is er mighty important feller, an' I don't
doubt thet we kin git er good bit uv munny ez ransom fur
'im."

name was Sam Sp:nks, but I
known who he really was, and gave me the first
that entered his head. And now he has been captured
is held a prisoner in the pen-wherever and whatever
is. I have heard it spoken of before, but I have never
able to learn what it is or where located."
"I e:x.'}leck we kin; thet'll be er ~ood skeem, won't et?" I . Then a thought struck her: Her father had said he 1
"I think so."
going to interview the prisoners-why not follow him a
"But whut'Il we do er bout his gang, Bill?"
see where he went? Then she thoug4t of the fact
1
"His gang?" exclaimed the landlord, who was ealled he had gone upstairs, and this surprised her. The "pl
uBill" by most all of the Tory outlaws.
could not be in the tavern, she was sure of that. Wh1
"Yas."
then, could it• be--and where was her father going?''
"Whur is his gang?"
Mary decided to follow him and find out, and she qui
"Erbout three miles erway."
acted. She had a rather difficult task, she imagined,
.
"'Ye don' mean ter say ther hull gang uv 'Liberty Boys' the landlord did not think that any one would be fo
is thet cluss heer, d1ye ?" cried McOlurg.
ing him, so did not look behind him at all. The r
was that the girl was enabled to keep track of him wit
"Thet's jes' whut I do mean ter say."
much
trouble.
"How do ye know et?"

.

~

"l've seen 'em."
''How menny air theer uv 'em?"
"Erbout er hunderd."
"Humph! · Waal, we mus' git ther boys tergether an' ·go
further rebels art' kill 'ein er drive 'em outer ther country."
"I think thet's whut we'd better do."
"Yas; theer hain't no other way ter do."
After some further conversation the landlord told his
companions that he would go and interview the prisoners,
nnd he left the barroom and made his way upstairs. As
he entered the hall from the barroom, Mary McCJurg was
walking rapidly toward the kitchen, with her back toward
her father. He glanced at her suspiciously, but said
nothing.

'' I wunder ef she hez be'n listenin' ter our tork ?" he
asked himself. "Waal, et don' matter ef she hez. She
couldn't do ennythin' ter he'p ther pris'ners ef she wanted
ter. I kinder. think she'd he'p 'em ef she c'u'd, fur she hez
be'n kinder kickin' over ther traces ever sence she cum back
frum Charlestcn. She got sum fool idees erbout right an'
wrong put inter her head while she wuz theer, but she'll
furgit erbout et arter she's be'n hum fur er spell, I'm
tb inkin'."
Mary McClurg had indeed been listening to the con'terRation, and she was sorely troubled by what she 'had
hciud. She knew that there were in the mountains within
a ra dius of five miles at least two hundred desperate men
would would not hesitate to kill the "Liberty Boys," of
whom she had heard mention made. "I am sure that the
young man who saved me from death at the hands of Ben
Burke was Dick Slater," she said to herself; "he said his

She followed him up into the attic and he!e, to her
prise she saw her father open a secret dopr at one si
the side next to the great wall of rock known as
Knob. When the door was opened a dark passage
shown beyond, and an inkling of the truth came to
girl. 'l'he passage led to the "pen," of which she had h
mention made.
· She hoped that her father would leave the secret
open, but was disappointed; he closed it, and when
went and tried to open it she could not do so. The s
or whatever it was that operated the door could n
found and she was baffled.
"Well, I have learned something, anyway/' she sa·
herself.
Fearing that her father might come back and find
there, she went back downstairs and to the kitchen,
she did a lot of thinking. She hardly knew what t1
She had considerable liking for her father, for he~
always been very good to her, but shfil knew he was l'f
an outlaw and felt that she ought not to lend him
assistance, even by remaining passive; no, she was
that, knowing that danger threatened the band of "Li
Boys," she ought to go and warn them and also tell
of the capture of their three -comrades.
Mary decid ed that it was her duty to do this, an
soon aftflrward stole out of the tavern and away. Sh
not know just where to look for the "Liberty Boys, ~
did not doubt her ability to find them. She had bo
.
0
one of the men say they were about three nnles
away
knew it must be in an easterly direction. So she ioe~,,
down the trail, and walked as fast as she could, kee
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arp lookout for any of the men of the locality, as she
d not wish any of them to see her.
he was so fortunate as to not mee~ anybody, however,
after a walk of a little more than an hour she sudt
.
tly was startled by hearing a voice cry out:
>\Who comes there?"
he was startled only for an instant, and then, feeling
dent that the person who had challenged her was one
he "Liberty Boys," she replied :

I am a frienJ."
Advance, friend!" came the command and the girl did
rdered. She was soon standing i:i front of a youth of
aps nineteen years, who starteCl at her in wondering
I zement and admiratiQD.
,
[ Who are you?" the youth asked, smiling pleasantly.
I am Mary McClurg."
.i\[ary :McClurg ?"
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"I heard--some men talking. 'I'hey said they bad Ul]>hued three young men and had placed them in a primn
pen along with another prisoner, who has been there some
time."
"I am afraid Dick, Mark .an<il. Sam have been aipforad,
fellows," said Bob, turning toward his comrades..
"It looks that way," was the reply.
"Was the one you speak of as 'Dick,' the young man
known as Dick Slater?" the girl asked.
"Yes," mid Bob, "he is Dick Slater, the captain of t his
party which is known as 'The Liberty Boys of '76.' "
"He is one of the three who are prisoners."
"I was sure of it the instant you said three had been
captured; but we must get to work and rescue them at
once."
The girl shook her head. "I fear you will find that a

difficult task," she said.
"Why so?" I
Where do you live?"
"For the r~ason that you do not know where the prist the Bald Knob Tavern."
oners are helc1, and for another very go?d reason ."
he youth started. "At the Bald Knob Tavern, you
"What is the other reason?"
" he exclaimed.
" You will have all you can do to take care of yourYes ; and now I wish to ask you-is this the camp of selves."
"What do you mean?"
"I
will tell you : T,hese mountains are filled with rough,
\
am glad to know that. I wish to see the one who is fierce men-Tories and outlaws in reality-and they are
going t.o get together and try to kill you all or drive you
. ery well, miss; go straight into camp and ask for out of the mountains!"
Estabrook."
"Ah! so that is what they are going to do, is it?" Bob
ery well, and thank you." The girl walked rapidly exclaimed.
rJ the encampment, the youth doffing his hat as she
"Yes."
d him. In another minute the girl appeared before
"About how many
ouths, who were se·ated about, talking and laughing, get together, miss?"

ot these men will there be when they

"I judge there wilf be about two hundred o:f them."
"As many as that?"
wish to see Mr. Bob Estabrook," the girl said, pausing
"Yes."
ooking around her upon the faces of the youths.
"\"\"'ell, we will be able to hold our own against that nnmstantly one of the youths leaped up and was bowing ber now that we have had warning . that they are going
efore the beauti:ful girl. "I am Bob Estabrook," he to tTy to annihilate us."
"What can I do for you, miss?"
"You may be able t o do so,'.' the girl said, "but it wou·t
have come to bring you some news," the girl said.
leave you any chance to try to rescue your comrades."
ome news?" Bob. remarked, inquiringly, while all lis"True,'' acknowledge4 Bob, with a · thoughtful look
with great interest, while gazing in admiration upon on his face; «r hardly know what we are to do under the
aiden's face.
circumstances." He was silent a :few moments, thinking,
es, sir. My name is Mary l\ieClurg; I liYe at Bald and then asked: "Do you think there is any danger that
Tavern, and I have come from there to tell you that those men will kill our comrades soon?"
o:f your comrades are in 'trouble."
The girl shook her head. "I don't think so," sbe baid ;
trouble!" cried Bob. "How do you know this, ''I heard my-I heard one of the men say that they would
hold th.is Di ck Slater and his companions prisonus, and
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try to get some money as ransom for them from their
friends."
"Ah, they'll hold them for ransom, will they?" cried
Bob, his face lighting up. "Good! That will give us time,
and I think that we will be e\}abled to effect their rescue
ultimately."
The girl looked doubtful. "There are so many more of
them than there are of you-of the outlav;rs, I mean-that
I fear you will be unable to rescue your friends," she said;
"you will be driven away from this part of the country
and will not dare return."
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who captured your comrades did not bring them thr
the tavern."
"Likely there is another way of reaching the cave
agreed Bob. "Well, we must try to find it."
"You will need first to look to your own safety,"
girl said warningly.
"We will be on the lookout for the enemy, miss,"
Bob.
A few minutes later Mary bade the "Liberty
good-by and took her departure.

"They'll have hard work driving us away," said Bob
grimly.
"Still I fear they will be able to do so for they outnumber you t_wo to one, and they know every foot of the
ground for miles around, while you do not."
"We'll 'soon be familiar enough with the ground," said
Bob.

•
CHAPTER IX.
:MARY'S PL.AN • .

When she was gone the youths held a council of
'rhey
r ealized that they were confronted by a serious
"I hope you will be able to hold your own and stay,''
lem : R ow should they hold their own against the '
the girl said.
·"We will do our 1best ; I thank you for your kindness in outlaws, and at the same time manage to rescue l
comrades ?
.coming to us with the information, :Miss McClurg."
This was a question that was har d to answer, b
"'' I am as glad to be able to do something for you as
youths
did not for a moment doubt that they wo
you are to have me," the girl said; " one of your comrades
did me a favor yesterday afternoon, and I am glad of the able to ultimately do both.
"Well, I guess the first thing to do is to teach
opportunity to do something in return."
outlaws that we are dangerous fellows to fool with,'
"''That was Dick Slater,'' said Bob, and the girl nodded.
Bob. " What do the rest of you think?"·
~' I suspected as much," she said; "he said his name
The others thought the same. "The way the girl
was Sam Sparks, but when I learned that Dick Slater was
I don't think Dick and the rest are in any imm
in this part of the country I made up my mind it was he
danger," said one; " so we might as well get ready f
who had saved my life."
and give the outlaws a fight before trying to resc
"You are right, Miss McClurg ; he told us about it last
boys."
l
night when he got back .to camp after visiting the Bald
It was decided to do · this, and as the position the
Knob Tavern."
occupied was a strong one they simply put out an
"' Did he tell you about-abou t what I said regarding cordon of sentinels and waited patiently
for the c
my father ?" the girl asked hesitatingly.
of the enemy.
Bob nodded. "Yes, he told us all."
'rhere was no sign of the enemy until the middle
" The leaders of the Tories and outlaws in these moun- afternoon, and then
a shot from a musket announc
tains ~re my father and Ben Burke, who was going to the outlaws were at hand.
The youths seized their
kill me," the girl said resolutely; "and I will tell you how at once and took
up their positions behind trees and
r think you may be able to find where your comrades are and presently the sentinels came into camp and
held prisoners." Then she went on and told about having safe positions.
watched her father and seen him disappear from the attic,
"Are there many of them?" asked Bob of one
through a secret door.
sentinels.
" T here must be a cavern in the face of the bluff," said
"Must be about two hundred," was the reply.
Bob ; "and it is concealed from view by the tavern."
"All right; we can stand them off, all right."
" There must be some other way of reaching the cavern,
The outlaws were cunning. Finding that they co
t hen,'' said Mary ; "for I am positively sure that the men take the youths by surprise, they scattered and
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unding the encampment, approached slowly ancl grad, keeping themselves sheltered behind stones and trees.
ey were surprised w~en they got within mu:>kct-shot
nee of the encai;npment, to find that the youths whom
had come to kill or drive ·out of the mountains were
ood at taking advantage of the shelter 0£' rocks and
as themselves, and although both forces began firing,
kept it up for an hour or more, no material damage
done on either side. Three Of the'outlaws were woundd two of the youths sustained slight wounds, so the
rs were about easy.

e leader of the outlaws was Ben Burke, and finding
his men could make no headway, and fearing to charge
the defenders of the camp, he gave the signal for
en to retire, which they did.
ey went back up the trail a distance of half a mile, and
d to hold a council. "I tell ye, them fellers air bad
," said Ben, with a sober shake of the head; "they
theer bizness, they do. They air ez good at hidin'
d rocks an' trees ez we air, an' they're jes' ez good
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Tl1en, ailcr wJiting half an hour or so, about half their
number sto;e Lack to the vicinity of the enemy's camp and
went to work to get their wounded away.
Bob Estabrook knew what was going on, but he told the
youths not to fire. "Let them take their wounded away,"
he said; "it will save us the trouble of having to look af ~er
the poor fellows. I was just beginning to think that I
could not stand it to hear their groans of suffering much
I
longer."
Ben Burke and his men carried away the dead bodies
of those who had fallen as well as the wounded, and after
burying the dead they set out for the Bald Kn0b 'l'avern,
cerrying the wounded, of whom there were fifteen.
When they reached the tavern; and McClurg learned that
seven of the men had been killed and fifteen wounded, his
anger was terrible to witness.
"We'll hev wun more 1 try at them th~er fellers," he
said, "an' then ef we don' succeed in gittin' ther better
uv 'em we'll kill ther pris'ners an' git even in thet waythet's whut we'll do!"

And Mary McClurg, who was listening at the door lead, too. I think we hed better not try ter do ennythin'
rter dark."
ing from the hall into the barroom, shuddered. "Father
a. e others thought the same, and they went into camp will do what he says!" she said to herself. "Oh, what shall
it for darkness. They had brought some cold bread I do? I must save that brave, handsome young man who
meat with them and ate the food and waited im- saved my life! I must!"
ntly for darkness. It came at last and they set out
Presently a thought came to her and she murmured:

" he encampment of the "Liberty ~oys."
b was expecting an attack and was all ready for them.
t ory outlaws crept up as close as they could, and then
nly dashed forward, giving vent to wild yells. Doubtfo hey thought to frighten the youths, but failed of
cu so. The "Liberty Boys" were veterans and had seen
eard too much to be frightened by noise. They were
nd poured a deadly volley into the ranks of the
· g outlaws.

f

volley was a severe one, and a number of the memf the attacking party went down. Shrieks, yells
e
rses went up. Pandemonium reigned. Then the
ce s opened fire, but the "Liberty Boys'" were protected
es and trees, and did not sustain much in the way of
.s. They fired another volley, from their pistols,
· d considerable execution. Still another volley they
d this was too much; the outlaws turned and fled.
t ended the P~.-.:: .::or that night. Ben Burke was
Sv:.....: ,.. = ~· co. He realized that his men werl at
·sadvantage in having to do the attae:king, and macle
1'
mind to wait and see if he could not think of some
co
ay of getting at the "Liberty Boys." He and his
tired a distance of half a mile and went into camp.

"Perhaps it will work successfully. Father thinks a great
deal of me, and the plan may work. I'll try it, anyway."
Mary had been aroused from her sleep by the coming
of the men, and she had stolen down to the door and
listened, and now fearing she might be discovered she
hastened back to her room. She heard the trampling of
feet, voices in low conversation, and groans for at least
half an hour, and knew that the wounded men were being
carried upstairs and given places in the bedrooms. At last
all became still, however, and the girl went to slr;iep.
She was awake at an early hour, and rising, dressyd,
and, stealing doWn.stairs, left the tavern. She hastened
down the trail and reached the "Liberty Boys' " encampment just as they were getting ready to eat breakfast.
The youths were surprised to see the girl, but greeted her
pleasantly and asked her to take breakfast with them. As
Mary bad left the tavern without stopping to get anything
to eat, she was hungry and accepted the invitation~ and
while eating she told Bob what ' she had heard her father
say about killing the prisoneri:;, in case the next attack on
the "Liberty Boys'' was not successfuL
Bob and the other youths lo.oked grave at this. "1 t
seems, then, from what you have told us, Mis~ McClur_s,
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that in oTder to save the lives of OUT comrades, who are
prisone1·s in the bands of the outlaws, we will have to let
them get the better of us in the next encounter," said
Eob, knitting his brows; "and that is something we cannot
think of. We must think of some way out of the difficulty.
There is no use talking, we must rescue our comrades, and

at once!"
"I have thought of a plan which may succeed," said
the girl quietly; "that is the reason I 'came so early to see
·_you."
.:'What is the plan?" asked Bob.
"It is this: For me to stay here in your camp, and then
you can send a messenger to the tavern, under a flag of
truce, and you can tell my father and Ben Burke that
unless they will agree to release the prisoners, you will
hold me and carry me away with you a . prisoner. Offer
to ransom the

~risoners

with me, in fact."

"Do you think they will agree to it?" asked Bob.

·'I think they will. They were willing to let the prisoners go in return for a money ransom, and I think they will
rnlue me at more than the worth of any sum of money
they would have received."

"It is worth trying, at any rate," said Bob; "one thing
is certain, we are not going to let them get the better of
us in an encount"er, and that leaves us nothing else to do
save to effect the release of our comrades by strategy."
"True; and as you might not be able to find the place
where your comrades are confined it will be better to secure
their releas.e in the way I have suggested, if you can do so."
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the open door, "Come heer, Bill," stepped forwa
faced Bob. "I'm Ben BUTke," he said.
"As soon as McClurg comes out I will tell you
am here,'' said Bob.
'l'he tavern keeper came forth a few moments lat
took his place beside Burke. He glared at Bob :Ii
but he might as well have saved himself the trouble.
met his look unflinchingly, and even grinned at him.
I
'
did not please McClurg, and he growled out:
"Waal, who air ye, an' whut d'ye want?"
"My name is Bob Estabrook," was the quiet reply,
I' have been in. command of the 'Liberty Boys 'sin
capture of their commander, Dick Slater. I believe
two are the leaders of this band of men?" indicatin
men with a sweep of the arm.
"Yas, we air/' was McClurg's gruff reply.
ct?"
"I have a few words to say to you, and a propositi
make."
"Go erhead."
"Very well; in the first place, then, you have
prisoners in your hands, I believe?"
"Yas, we hev; an' we're goin' ter keep 'em, too-£
while, at enny rate, an' then 1.her proberbilities air
we "ll hang 'em !"
·
"That is just why I have come to you. I wish y
set the prisoners free."
"Oh, ye do?" in a sn~ering voice.
, "I do."
"Waal, ye kin jes' keep on wantin'. We hain't e

"You are right; and I thank you for your kindness, Miss ter set 'em free, an' ye kin mark thet down!"
"I don't ask you to do it of .your own free will; I
~fcClurg. I will send a messenger to the tavern at once."
a prisoner as well as you, and if you will set those
"Do· so."
After thinking the matter over for a while, Bob decided oners free I will set the one I have free-in other wo
to go himself. Having decided, he mounted one of the will give you }he prisoner I hold as ransom for the
horses and rode away. Fearing that he might encounter prisoners you hold."
McClurg and Burke stared at Bob in open-mo
some of the Tory outlaws enroute, he carried a white
handkerchief in his hand. Luckily, however, his fears amazement. "Who hev ye got er pris'ner thet's enn.
proved to be groundless; he did not meet any of the out- ter us?" the former growled.
I
"Your daughter Mary !"
laws, and reached the tavern, to find them all there.
"Whut's thet !" McClurg fairly yelled.
To say that they were surprised when he rode up is
A curse escaped the lips of Ben Burke.
putting it mildly, and they stared at the youth with
wonder and admiration. Th.ey regarded him as showing
great bra,·ery in coming alone into their midst.

"I wish to see Bill McClurg and Ben Burke," said .Bob,
aiter he had reined up his horse almost at the piazza steps,
· and right in the midst of the outlaws.

CHAPTER X.
" "rHE LIBERTY BOYS'' RANSOM."

"My darter Mary, ye say?" cried McClurg,
A young man, who had been sitting on a bench on the moment.
"Yes."
piazza, rose, and after calling into the b:uroom through
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ur did ye git bolt uv her?"
tber cusses er lick afore. they kin git .outer ther mountings,
It doesn't matter where; I have her a prisoner, and arter ther 'xcbange is made."
"l\Iebby we kin."
"We'll try et, ennyhow."
But ye won' hurt her-ye won' dar' !" cried Ben Burke.
"Ye
bet we will!"
cold smile came over Bob's face. He was a youth who
The two went back out onto the piazza.
act when it was .necessary, and he considered that it
"Well?"
remarked Bob, eyeing the two searchingly.
necessary he should make these rough fellows believe
"We've concluded ter giv' in, an' take Mary ez ransom
as cruel-hearted as they. So he sai,d : "There is
fur
ther four pris'ners we hol'," said McClurg.
e thing that bas got to be, and that is this: You
"That is sensible," was the approving remark from Bob;
got to release those four prisoners ! If you clon't"and after the exchange has been made we can settle the
the comequcnces be on your own heads!"
don' bcrleeve ye've got Mary er pris'ner," said Mc- question of which force is the stronger," with a grin.
"Don' ye fret erbout thet !"
"Oh, I'm not! But bring forth the prisoners at once
ou are badly fooled if you think that."
and let us start for my camp."
ow did ye git holt uv her?"
"We'll bring 'em right out. Come erlong, ha'f er duzzen
I said a while ago, that does not matter; I have her
uv ye fellers."
t is sufficient."
Six of the outlaws entered the tavern with McClurg, and
urg turned and rushed into the tavern. . He ran
they were gone nearly half an hour. When they returned
to the kitchen and asked the cook if she had seen
they were accompanied by Dick Slater, Mark Morrison,
. The cook said she had not, and then both searched
Sam Sanderson and Captain Shannon. At sight of Bob
room in the house, and, of course, did not find the
the three youths uttered cries of delight.
The man was forced to believe, finally, that Mary
"We knew this was your work, old man!" said D ie':,
ne out for a morning walk and had been set upon
joyously.
ade a prisoner by some of the "Liberty Boys." He
Bob grinned. "That's all right," he said. Thrn Ile
back out upon the piazza, looking blue and angry.
added: "I have only one ho··se for 1he .live of us. H o'.r°Ll
ou didn't find her, did you?" asked Bob, coolly.
we work it?"
tell ye whut I'll do," said McClurg: "I'll set wun
. "Let Captain Shannon ride," : :1 ill Di.ck; "he has been
~ pris'ners free ef ye'll set Mary free."
in confinement so long that he is weak. Tbe rest of us
1
shook his head. "Couldn't think of it," he said.
can walk."
t thet's fa'r; wun fur wun."
The captain protested a bit, but was c1erruh·cl, nn 'l
· Bob shook his head. "Not at all," he said calmly;
mounted and rode while the others walked.
ch beautiful girl as your daughter Mary is worth
McClurg, Burke and about fifty of the ·)n tlaws accom, any time. It's all or none."
panied the l.i ttle party. "All we want is to be ,horc thd
hain't er fa'r deal ertall,"- protested McClurg.
ye giv' us Mary in 'xchange," said the lanJlo rc1; " n•,'
it is."
I'm bringin' erlong enuff men ter make shore uv t his, th1:t ~
tavern.keeper motioned to Burke, and the two went all."
barroom. "Whut shall we do?" McClurg asked.
"That is all right," said Dick.
like ther look in ther eyes uv thet feller, Ben; how
When they were half way to the encampment of ! he
"th you?"
"Liberty Boys" the party came to a stop. "We hev cum
ther same with me. I wouldn't trust 'im, I tell ye. ha"fway,'' said McOlurg, now ye go ter yer camp an' bring
dcsprit. Et's big odds-four· fur wun, but I ~fary beer an' we'll make ther exchange."
hain't got much ter say in makin' terms."
"That is fair,'' said Dick; "Bob, you ride to the camp
· he's got us foul."
and bring back the girl-and bring at least an equal numhez thet."
ber of the boys to the number of outlaws here," he added.
Bvb ~ t:. il a ~ d. IIe Cid.n"t t:r rr~ t the uutl uws, and, li ke
DKn,
· ' ti...,oug11' t t,1em
·1
• a.J~e
J.1
qu;· L,e cRp
Cl.e fr)Dg to p } ~ y a
smart trick and refuse to give up their prisoners, once they
An' mebby we kin hit got hold of Mary.

,
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Bob was gone scarcely more than t11ree-quarters of an
hour, and then returned accompanied hy lllary McClurg,
and escorted by fifty .of the "Liberty Boys." When ~Ic
Clurg saw the youths a frown came over his face.
"Whut air all them fellers comin' fur?" he growled.
Dick motioned tow::.rd the fifty outlaws. "We thought it
only right thd we should have as many men present as you
have," was the youth's reply.
"Humph! Ye didn' think we'd iry ter fool ye, did ye?"
"'Vell, we didn't know; we don't intend that you sl1al:
do so."
McClurg saw it would , do no good to bluster, and said
no more. The exchange was effected, and after some conversation, the outlaw leader -very kindly advising Dick and
the "Liberty Boys" to leave the mountains, the two parties
parted.
"I tell you what it is, Dick," said Bob, looking back
over his shoulder at the party of outlaws, "I hated to see
that girl go back with that gang!"
"Why so, Bob?"
"Because I don't think she wanted to do so; this ransoming or exchanging was all her scheme, old man."
"It was?"
"Yes;" and then B9b told how Mary J\IcClurg had come
to them and suggested that they pretend to hold her a
prisoner and make negotiations toward using her as ransom for the prisoners in the hands of the outlaws.
"Jove! she is a noble-hearted girl!" said Dick. "It is
too bad, as you say, that she is doomed to live among such
people."

'

"So it is, Dick."
Half an hour's walk brought them to the encampment,
and their coming was the signal for >vild cheering on the
part of those who had been left in the camp .. They were
glad to see Dick, Mark and Sam back again, safe and
sound. }.fany of them were acquainted with Captain
Shannon, too, and were delighted to greet him.
Dick, Bob and the rest talked the situation over and
discussed the question whether to start back toward Charleston at once or to wait and give the Tory outlaws another
chance at them.
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he is a heartleo:s scoundrel, in full sympathy wit
Burke, another scoundrel, and as the latter wishes to
the girl and her father wishes her to accept Burke
husband, they ma'y torture or even kill her. I beli
will wait here a day or so and endeavor to find out
fares it with the girl. What do you think ?H
"I think it no . more than right, Dick. I am con
lhat you four fellows would still be in the hands of
outla11·s but for her. I'm for staying till we know the
i:> to be tre:Jtcd fairly."
So it was deciued, and that evening at an hour
sundown they were glad that they hud $0 decided,
1\fary McClurg suddenly appeared. ·she was panting
almost exhausted from running. Her hair was dishev
and there was a wild light in her eyes.
"Save me I Save me!" she cried, sinking to the gro
"We will take .the best of care of you, Miss Mary/'
Dick. •:What is the uiatter? Who is trying to harm yo
"My father-Ben Burke-all of them!" the girl g
"And they are chasing you?"
"Yes; they will be here i'n a minute-all of them!
must be on your guard!"
"Is the entire force of Tories coming?"
"Yes, yes! Nearly two hundred of them I"
Dick gave rapid orders and the "Liberty Boys"
soon so situated as to make it impossible for the ou
to attack with much hope of doing material damage; t
they waited.
I

Not for long. The outlaws soon put in an appear
but were wise enough to stop at a safe distance. McCl
came forward, bearing a flag of truce. "I want my darte
he said when Dick stepped out to talk to him.
"Your daughter?" remarked Dick, simulating surpr"
"Yas ; she's heer, an' ye needn' try ter say she hai
Slie cum this way, an' I know she is beer, an' want 'er :·1
"But perhaps she doesn't want you."
"Thet don' make no diff'rence; I'm her father."
"That doesn't make any djfference, either," said Di
calmly; "you don't act .like a father should."
"Thet haill't enny bizness uv your'n."
"I think it is."
"Waal, I don'; an' I want my gal!"
"You will have to keep on wanting, for you won't
her."

"W:1at do you say, Captain Shannon?" asked Dick.
"You are the one who has suffered most at the hands of
the gcoundrels."
" .i..t doesn't matter to me, Dick," was the reply; <tstay
"I won't?"
a while or start back at once, just whichever you choose."
"No."
Dick turned to Bob. "Somehow I have a feeling of
"Ye don' mean ter say ez how ye'd dar' ter keep 'er erw
fear that those scoundrels may not treat that girl right, frum me?"
Bob," he said; "I know that :JicClurg is her father_. but
"She doesn't want to go back to you."
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"Bah! She's on'y er gal, an' don' know whut she wants."
"I think she docs .know. At any rate, I shall not give
r r up to you unless she wishes to go of her own accord."
UcClurg was silent for a few mcments, and then he
id: "I wante1: see ther gal er minuet."

RANSOM.

•

29

the force of outlaws took sides, some siding with McClurg,
some with Burke. There had always been some jealousy
between the two regarding who should be the leader of
ihe mountain band of Tory ou: laws, and now that )Iary
had gone the only thing that had kept -them friends had

Dick steppecl back and told I\Iary that her father wished been lost and there was no longer reason why they should

speak t'o her. She advanced, and, looking at her father
fianily, . asked: "What . is it• you wish, father?"
~ "I want ye ter cum back hum with me, 1Iary.:'
The girl shook her head. "1 cannot do it," she said.
o "Ye hed _better!" threate.c.ingly.
f "No!" the girl's tone was firm.
Then JVIcClurg addressed Dick. "Ye hed better send

be friends.
I
We may as well.state that the affair developed into a fued,
which grew stronger and mono- fierce with each month,
' the result was that the two cliques
.
and
practically wiped
each other out. At i:he end of a year there . were enly a
mere handful of Tory outlaws left in the mountains, ancl
one night the Bald Knob Tavern was set on fire by a
member of Burke's party, and was burned to the ground.
UcOlurg- was never seen after that night, and it was
generally supposed that he perished in the flames. Burke
died soon afterward, from wounds which he had received
at different times, and. the feud languished for want of
leaders for the two factions.

r back ter me," he said fiercely; "ef ye don', we'll kill
ry wun uv ye! Not er single wun uv ye will git outer
11 ese heer mountings erlive. But ef ye'll send her back ter
e we'll let ye go without botherin' ye."
"Thanks," said Dick, I scornfully; "but I cannot accept
ur kind offer. If you wish to attack us, go right ahead.
ou will find that the 'Liberty Bqys' are more than able
taking care of themselves. To tell the truth. I feel a
ttle bit ha~d. toward YO'U for having maC.~ :1 !,it;soner of
yself and two comrades, and I would like a r:hance to
rike ycur force a severe blo\v. 'Ye arc not only ready
e llu w11fo1~. to flght you, but are rnther eager for the oprtunity."

Dick Slater and his "Liberty Boys" reached the home of
Alice Amesby in due time and found her there. To say
that she was delighted when she saw her lover, Captain
Shannon, alive and well, is stating the matter mildly. She
could not thank Dick enough for what he had done, but he
said no thanb were eeded, as he was a friend of the cap-

With a muttered curse :HcClurg whiTled and walked tain's and owed it to him to go to his rescue, anyway.
111ay, without once looking behind him.
Mary McCl~'"~ ;; LJ Alice A~r.esby became grea~ ~i'i ncl:o
"That settles the matter, : ..Liss Mary," said Dick; "he at once and Mary accompanied Alice to Cha~1P~ton. &fter
s given up hope of getting you to come back, and now bidding Dick and the "Liberty Boys" good-by. That was
the last time the. youths ever eaw the girl who hdd· been
~r ou are free to ai:co:::npa-:J:;· us to Charleston."
used
as ransom for the three "Liberty Boys" and Captain
ur shall be glad to get.
The girl drew a long breath.
(
ere/' she said; "Aunt Heeter will be glad to have me Shannon, but they heard of her occasionally, through
11 ith her. She waI:.tecl me to stay when I was there a few Alice Amesby and Captain Shannon, and were always
pleased to hear that she was well and happy.
'' onths ago."
"I am glad to know that you will have a good home and
TTIE END.
"11 not have to fight your way among strangers."
The Tory outlaws made several attempts to get at th;:
The next number (73) of "The Liberty Boys of '76"
Liberty Boys" so as to have the ad:vantage, but were unccess£ul. The 1ouths were on their guarcl and grretcd will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS ·AS SLEUTHe outlaws with bullets whenever they came too r.lose, and lIOUNDS; OR, TRAILIXG BE~EDICT ' ARNOLD,"
last McClurg and Burke gave up anrl grive the order to' by Harry Moore.

..

tire.
They went back to the tavern and proceeded to drink
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After receiving the blow on his ear, the fellow again · lowered his head and rushed like a
mad bull at Fearnot, who was as active as a squirrel and watching every
movement. "Let him have it in the neck, Fred," Terry suggested.

AND

T he

WIN.
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gomery.
175 '!'he Two Diamonds: or, A Mystery of the South African MlBy Howard Austin.
176 Joe. thEt Gymnast; or, Three Years Among the Japs. By Alla
Arnold.
·""1
l77 Jack Hawtlrnrne, of No Man's Land; or, An Uncrowned Kill&- N o
By "Noname."
te
!l G
B
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un- oat Dick: or, Death Before Dishonor. By Jas. C. Merritt ge
179 A Wizard of Wall Str~et; or. The Career of Henry Carew, BoJ n '
Banker. · By H. K. Shackleford.
•
180 Fifty Riders in Illack ; or, The Ravens of Raven Forest, 'Br N ~
Howard Austin .
t J•
181 The Boy Rifle Hangers; or, Kit Carson's Three Young Scout&. er
By An Old Scout.
lor
182 Where? or, Washed Into an Unknown World. By "Noname."
183 Fred Fearnaught, tbe Boy Commander; or, The Wolves of the
Sea. By Capt. '!'hos. H. Wilson.
,
N
184 From Cowboy to Congi·essman: or, The Rise of a Young Ranch- ~
man. By II. K. Shackleford.
1 1
185 Sam Spark, the Brave Young Fireman; or, Always the Fll'll cc
on I-land. By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
we
186 The Poorest Boy in Xew York, and How He Became
e1
:-1. S. Wood, the Young American Actor.
·c
187 Jack Wright, the Boy Inventor; or, Hunting for
Treasure. Bv "Noname."
1'38 On 'l'ime; or, 'The Youug Euglneer Rivals. , An Exciting Story '
of Railroadiug In tbe Northwest. By Jas. C. Merritt.
tr
189 Red Jacket; or, The Boys of the Farmhouse Fort. By An 014 ki
Scout.
'o
190 His First Glass of Wine; or, 'l'he Temptations of City Life. A r s
'l'rue Temperance Story. By Jno. B. Dowd.
ke
Hll The Cora l City; or. The Wonderful Cruise of the Yacht VestL d
By Ilichard R. l\Iontgomei·y .
rn2 Making a ~Iillion : or, A Smart Boy's Career In Wall Street. By
II. K. Sback leford.
J
J 03 Jack Wright and His Electric Turtle; or, Chasing the Pirates . c
of the Spanish ~fain. By "Xoname."
1p
194 Flyer Dave, the JJoy :Jockey; or, llldlng the Winner. By Allyn et
Draper.
1()5 The Twenty Gray Wolves; or, Fighting A Crafty ~ng. BJ t_r:
Howard Austin.
, c
106 The Palace of Gold; or, The Secret of a Lost Race. By Richard ni ·
R. Montgomei·y.
I ·
Ul7 Jack Wright's Submarine Catamaran; or, The Phanto.m Ship of sf
the Yellow Sea. By "Noname."
•·
Hl8 A Monte Cristo at 18; or, From Slave to Avenger. By Allyn So
Draper.
e
199 The li'loatlng Gold )line: or, Adrift In an Unknown Sea. By et
Capt. Th os. [J. Wil son.
200 Moll Pitch er's Boy ; or, As Brave as His Mother. By Gen'!
Jas. A. Go1·don.
201 "We." By Richard R. Montgomery.
202 J ack Wright and Ills Oceap Racer; or, ArouI\P the World in r
20 Days. By "Noname."
I
203 The Boy Pioneers; or, Tracking an Indian '.l'reasure. By Allyn s
DL"aper.
204 Still Alarm Sam, the Daring Boy Fireman; or, Sure to Be On
Hanel. By Ex-Fire Chief Wal'den.
205 Lost on the Ocean ; or, Ben Illufl" s Last Voyage. By Capt. Thos.
II . Wil son.
•
206 Jack Wright and His Electric Canoe; or, Working In the
Revenue Service. By " Noname."
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THE STAGE.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN ' S JOKE
OK.-Containing a great val'iety of the latest jokes used by the
t famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
· wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.ntaining a varied assortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
d Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thing for home amusent and amateur shows.

~- J4JK:~\1b~i?YSSo~t~~~e!~~dKve~yLj;1~~~c~~e.G1fu~~r~

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER-Containing fo urteen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to becom$
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
all the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the most
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rules for conductin g debates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion, a nd the best
sources for procuring information on the questions given.

~OW

SOCIETY.

~L~RT.-The

'
1 No. 3.
TO
arts. and wiles ?f flirtation arfl
·
h Id 0 bta· this book as it contains fuli instructions for or- fully expl8:1ned by this httle book. _Besides the var1.ous !lleth.ods of
YJ.. ou
m
.
'
handkerchief, fan, glove, parasol, wmdow and hat fhrtat10n, 1t con, ,!!mg an amateur ~mstrel troupe. . .
. .
tains a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which is
. N.11. 65. MULDOQN S JOK~S.~T~is is one 0 ~ the most origmal interesting to everybody both old and youna. You cannot be happy
~~ooks ever pubhshe?, and 1t. is bru;nfu l of wit a~d humor. It without one.
'
"
. ims a large collect1on of _songs, JO~es, conundr~ms, .etc., of
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
r ence Muldoon, the great WI~, humorist and pra_ctic:iI Joker of little book just issued by Fmnk Tousey. It contains full instruc1 e ay.
Ever;v boy _who can enJOY a good substantial JOke should tions in the art of dancing etiquette in the ballroom and at parties,
• t n a copy immediately.
·h
t d
d f II d' 't·
f
11·
ff ·
JI
I
are
• Ko .. 79. HQW TO BECOME AN ACT9R.-Containing com- d~:ce~. ress, an u
1rec ions or ca mg o ma popu ar squ
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love,
te mstruct10ns. how to mll;ke up for vanous characters. on the
; ge_; tog~ther with the duties of the Stage_ Manager, Prompter, courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette
me Artist and Property Man. By a promment St:ig.e Manager. to be observed with many curious and interesting things not genr N~. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOI~~ BOOI~.-C~ntammg the lat- erally known. '
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction in the
Jokes, anecdotes and funny. stones .of this world-re?owned and
. r popular GerI!la.n comedian. Sixty-four pages• handsome art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the·
ored cover contammg a half-tone photo of the author.
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made un.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to t he world.
o. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
1 instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read t his book
country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
ers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pubed.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
·o. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely ill ustrated a nd
1
cooking 0 ver published. It contains recipes for cooking meats, containing
full instructions for the management and training of t he
, game and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird,
bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
try, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No.
39.
HOW
TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
ks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illus'o. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
'- rybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hints
ke almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, onNo.
how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
'· ckets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime fo r catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harri ngton
Keene.
Y
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.- A valu'o.
46.
HOW
TO
MAKE
AND
USE
ELECTRI
CITY.-A
de8
able book, giving instructions in collecting, prepar ing, mountinc
' ption of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
a ther with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving comBy George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
Y rations.
taming, breeding and managing all kinds of pets ; a lso giving full
·o. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twentyd ing full directions for making electrical machines, induction eight illustrations, making it the most complete book of t he kind
•f , dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. ever published.
R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
n 'o. 67. HOW TO DO ELEC1'RICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCE' LLANEOUS.
e collection of ins tructive and high ly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful and in·
y ther with illustrat ions. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also experiments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and
'I
ENTERTAINMENT.
directions fo r making fireworks, colored fires and gas balloons.
o. 9. HOW 'I'O BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST. By Harry This book cannot be equaled.
n nedy. The secret given away. Every intelli~ent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete handbook for
book of ins tructions, by a practical professor (delighting mu It i- making all kinds of candy, ice cream, syrups, essences, etc. etc.
n s every night with his wonderfu l imitations), can master the
No. 19. FRANK TOUSEY'S UNITED STATES DISTANCE
and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND GUIDE.-Giving the
n test book ever published, and there's mi llions (of fun) in it.
official distances on all the railroads of the United States and
o. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENI NG PARTY.-A Canada. Also table of distances by water to foreign ports, hack
s. valuable little book just published. A complete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports of the census, etc., etc., makini
ames, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., su itable it one of the most complete and harn'!y books published.
1e
parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A woney than any book published.
derful book, containing useful and practical information in t_hei
o. 35. HOW 1'0 PLAY GAMES.-A complete a.nd useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every
, containing the rules .and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com·
C. gammon, croquet, dommoes, etc.
plaints.
o. 3!). HOW TO SOL VE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Cone11;dmg co1:rnndrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
witty saymgs.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
o. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
,· givi
the rules and full'directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuablfl
' Ca o, Forty-five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventurer1
ion
tch, All Fours and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Containinteresting puzzles and conundrums with key to same A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
·
Jete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated, By Captain W. De W.
ETIQ U ETTE .
Abney.
. 13. ~ow TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUE'l'TE.-It
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
reat hfe secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADIDT.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittance,
bout. There's happiness in it.
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
. 33. HOW TO BEHA VE.-Containing the rules and eti- Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
e of good society and the easiest and most approved methods know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu .Senareus, autho!i'
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church of "How to Be<"ome a Naval Cadet."
·
in the drawing-room.
No. G3. HOW TO BECOME A NA VAL CADET.-Complete in·
structions
of
how
to
gain
admission
to
the
Annapolis
NavaL
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, descriptio»i
· 2?._HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a bof
ta1nmg the !1JOSt popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Comt. French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together Pil!!d ahd written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Beeome o
any standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
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THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76.
A Weekly Magazine containing· Stories of the American Revolution.
By HARRY MOORE.
These ~ :stories are based on actual fa.cts and give a faithf l
account of the exciting adventures of a brave band of American
youths . who were always ready and willing to imperil their lives
for the sake of helping along the gallant cause of Independence.
Every number will consist of 32 large pages of reading matter,
bound in a beautiful colored cover.
1
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~

10
11
l:!
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l'i
18
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20
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22
23
24
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26
27
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29
31)

:n

32
:13
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'rbe Liberty Boys of '76 ; or Fighting for Freedom.
Tbe Liberty Boys' Oath ; or, Settling Wltb the British and Tories.
Tbe Liberty Boys' Good Work; or, H e lping General Wash ington.
Tbe Liberty Roys on Hand; or, Always In tbe Right Place.
Tbe Liberty Boys' Nerve; or, Not Afraid of tbe King' s Minions.
Tbe Liberty Boys' Defiance : or, "Catch nod Hang Us if You Can."
Tbe Libe rty Boys In Demand; or, The Champion Spies of tbe
Revolution.
'!'be Liberty Boys' Hard Flgbt ; or, Beset by Brltlsb and Tories.
Tbe Liberty Boys to tbe Re scue; or, A Host Wltbln 'l.'bemaelves.
Tb e Liberty Boys' Narrow Escape ; or, A Neck-and-Neck Race
W ltb Death .
Tbe L i b~ rty Boys' Plu ck ; or, Undaunted by Odds.
'l.' be Liberty Ro s· Peril; or, Threaten ed from all Sides.
The Liberty Bo~s' 1.u ck; or, Fortune 1<avoi·s tbe Brave.
Tbe Liberty Boys' Ruse ; or, Foollng tbe British.
Tbe Liberty Roys' Trap, and What •rbey caught to It.
Tbe Liberty Boys Puzzled: or, '!'be 'l.'ories' Cleve r Sch eme.
Tbe Libe rty Boys' Great Stroke ; or, Capturing a British Man-ofWa r.
L iberty Roys' Chall enge ; or, P a triots vs. Red coats.
Liberty Boys Trapped ; or, Tbe Beau t iful Tory.
Libe rty B oys' Mistake ; or, "Wbat Might Have Been."
Libe r t y Roys' l•'lne Work; or, Doing 'l' hln gs Up Brown.
Libe rty Boys at Bay; or, Th e Closest Cail of All.
Libe rty Boys on Tbelr Mettle ; or, lllaklng It Warm tor tbe
Red coats .
Tbe Libe rty Boys' Double Victory; or, Downing tb e Redcoats 'Sod
T v!' ies.
'rh e Li be rty Boys Suspilcted; or, Take n for British Spi es .
Tbe Libe rty Boys' Cl eve r Trick ; or, T ea ching tbe Red coats a
· T h ing or Two.
Tire Libe rty Boys' Good Spy Work ; or, Witb th e Red coats lo
l'hl!ade ipbln.
The Liberty Boys' Battle Cry; or, With Wa shington at t he Brandywin•'·
'J'hp Lih<'rty B,oys' Wiid Ride: or. A Dash to Save a Fort.
'rhe Liberty Boys lo a Fix: or, Threate ned by Reds and Whites.
The Liberty Boys' Big Contract; or, Holding Arnold In Check.
Tbe Liberty Boys Shadowed; or, Arte r Di ck Slate r for Revenge.
The Liberty Roya Duped: or. Tbe Friend Wbo \Va~ an F.uemy.
Tbe Liberty Roys· li'ake Surrender ; or, Th e Ruse 'l'bat Su cceeded .
Tbe Li~erty Boys' Signal ; or, " At the Clang of tbe Be ll. "

Tb e
Th e
'!'be
'L' h e
Tbe
Tb!?

3G Tbe Liberty Boys' Daring Work; or, Risking Lire for Liberty'•
CR11s ...
37 Tbe Liberty Boys' Pr ize, and How Tbey Won It.
a.'! Tbe Liberty Roys' Plot; or, Tbe Plan That Won.
3!1 Tbe Liberty Boys' Great Haul ; or, Taking Everything in Sight.
4') 'l.'be Liberty Boys' Flush Times; or, Revellng lo British Gold.
41 '!'be J,lberty Boys lo a Snare: or, Almost '£rapped.
4:! The Liberty Roys' Brave Rescue ; or, In tbe Ni ck of Time.
43 '.l'be Liberty Boys' Rig Day; or, Doing Business by Wholesale.
11 The Liberty Bo:vs' Ne t: or, Catching the R ed coats and Tories.
'!'be Liberty Bo~· s Worried : or, The Disappearan ce of Di ck Slater
4!: Th e Li be rty Hoys' Tron Grip : o r. Squ eezing th e RedcoatR .
H The Llbe r·t y Ro vs' Ru ccess: o r. Doing Wha t 'l'h ey Se t Ou t to Do.
48 Th e TAbe r t y Boys' Se tha ck : 01:, De feated. But Not Disgra ced .
4!\ Tb e Liher ty Hoys in 'l'oryvili e : or. D ick S late r' s Fe ar·ful Ri s k,
50 '£h e L ibe rty Boys Aroused: or. Rtriklng Strong Blows for Libert;.
n The Libe rty Hoys· Tt·iumph: or, Beating the Redcoats at Thei r
Own Ch me.
52 Th e Libe rty Bo.vs' S r are : or. A Mi ss as l}ood a s a l\Iil e.
5;{ Th e Libe rty Boys' Da nger: o r, F oes on Ail Sides.
r,4 Th e Libe r t y Hoy·· Fli)!.'h t: or. A Ve ry l'\al'l'ow i;;sca pe.
r.r; '!'b e Libe rty Boys' S t ra tegy: or. Ou t-Gene r a iiug the l·; ue my.
5G Th e Liber t y Bo.vs· Warm Wo rk ; or, Showing th e Red coats l f<J w
to Fig h t.
r.; Th e Libe i·ty Bovs' " Push" : or, Ronnd t o Get Th e re.
;;s The Liberty B oys· Desperate C han~e: or, Wi t h ")fad An t h ony"
at Stony P oin t .
:19 The Libe rty Boys' Justi ce. And How Th ey Deal t It Out.
fH) '!'be Libe r t y Boys Bomba rded: o r. A Ve ry Warm Time.
61 '!'he Libe r t y Bor s' Sealed Orde rs: or . Goin g it Biin<l.
G2 The Libe r t y Roys· Da ring Stroke : o r, With ' 'Light -Ho rse Harry"
a t P a ulu s Hook.
<13 The Libe rty Boys' Live ly Tim es: or. Her e. The re and t;,·e ry wb ere.
tH 'l'h e Liberty Boys· '' Lone Hanel" ; or. i?Ightiug Again st G1·eat
Odds.
65 '!'b e Liberty Boys' Ma scot: or, T he Idol of th e Company.
66 'rhe Ube rtv Roy s· Wrath: or. Going for the Redcoa ts Ro ughsh od .
G7 'l'h e Libe1{y Ho.v s· Batt le for Life : 01·, Th e rTardest Strngg ie oe
Ali.
r.l'I 'J'h e 1,1b<' rt y B o ~· s· Lost: or. The Trap '!'h a t Did '.llot W ork.
69 The Lihe rty Boys' "Jonah": or. Th e Yonth Who "Queered" E'' erything,
70 The Libe r t.y Ho:v s' Decoy; or, Biiit.in11: t he British.
71 Th e T.ihnt.y Boy~ Lnred: or, The Sn iir e the Ene 111y Set .
72 Th e Liberty Boys ' R a nsom: or, In th e Hands of the Tory Outlaws.
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